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INTRODUCTION 
A. Aim of the Thesis. It has been the 
purpose in this thesis to consider the development of 
the movement i~ literature known as the picaresque, one 
of the most important characteristics of which is a 
careful observation of facts in relation to man's life 
and environmen t. The first traces of this realistic 
trend in ancient and medieval fiction have been briefly 
indicated; the various political and social conditions 
which have modified and altered its course have been 
presented; the many permanent and invaluable reforms 
which have resulted from its influence in the literary 
field have been parti6ularly emphasized; and that Spain 
should be honored, not only as the source of these in-
tellectual and cultural advances, but as the origin and 
fountain-head of the modern realistic novel, has been 
maintained. 
B. The Importance of the Picaresque Tale and 
Different presentations of the picaro--
rogue and anti-hero--have been considered as he 
appeared in the works of the most eminent writers, with 
a result occasionally evil, but more frequently produc-
tive of good; for this sixteenth-century knave played 
2 
an important role in a literary production which, 
though its initial purpose may have been that of enter-
tainment only, became, eventually, one of the greatest 
forces for progress and improvement the world has ever 
known; for had it not been for this Spanish gamin's 
entrance into the tales of the Peninsula and the more 
faithful presentation of actual life which followed his 
appearance, the vagabond in his low-life surroundings, 
living by his rascally wits, might never have played the 
chief role in any work of English fiction; the works of 
such authors as Nashe, De Foe, Fielding, Smollett, 
Thackeray and Dickens would, in all probability, have 
been decidedly different in manner and method; and the 
portrayal of the deplorable conditions of the lower 
classes and their correction would have been long-
delayed--in short, to the picaroon belongs the credit 
for having democratized fiction and for having directed 
it along the road to progress and reform. Through the 
centuries, his creed of each man for himself has slowly, 
but surely, been altered until it has become nothing 
less than the hope of obtaining for every individual 
the right to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness. 
c. Origin of ~ and the terms picaro and 
picaresca. The muse of literature had, for many ages, 
dwelt upon the heights with only a cursory glance in 
any direction but that of court and palace; had lived 
and talked only with king and courtier; had thought 
3 
only of idealistic love and high adventure. Suddenly, 
into her castle hall, the bold, impudent tatterdemalion 
from the slums of Madrid and Seville thrust his grinning 
countenance and never again does she lose sight of him 
entirely. curiously aware of the different scene, 
incidents and characters with which this gamin was 
associated, her followers now created a new form of 
literary expression, the frame-work of which was identi-
cal with that of the romances of the time, but its 
subject and treatment were the very antitheses of them. 
Its chief character is no prince or knight stepping 
forth from court and castle, but a rogue and knave from 
gutter and hovel; he serves no lord or lady but his 
only purpose is to satisfy his own appetites and de-
sires; restless as the knight, he moves constantly from 
place to place, seeking no combat, however, with giant 
or dragon, but, instead, forever scheming to escape from 
victim or official; his acts are, in no sense, deeds of 
4 
derring-do but petty thefts, tricks and frauds; he 
carries no banner proclaiming his lyyalty to God and 
king, but he shouts his own motto, "cheat or be 
cheated"; no atmosphere of idealism colors his adven-
tures, but a caustic and cynical tone is ever present, 
as this impudent, observing ragamuffin describes, 
tongue-in-cheek, the vices and follies of every class 
of society; he tells his story in the first person, in 
language that is neither vague nor elegantly polished--
his tattered garments would hardly harmonize with such 
a medium--but direct, racy, ribald and slangy; and 
instead of the interminable digressions of the romantic 
narratives, there is the vivid conciseness of a common-
place tale of realistic low-life. 
Critics have discussed ad infinitum the origin 
of the term picaro, which has been applied to the anti-
hero of these popular stories. While their explanations 
concerning such a detail are not essential to an under-
standing of his character and adventures as they have 
been depicted through many generations, yet they are of 
interest to the student of literary history. One 
authority claims that the word is of Arab.ic extraction 
and he has carefully traced its descent from the 
languages of the Orient; 1 this seems a reasonable 
theory, as the Moors who invaded Spain ih·. the eighth 
century, were not driven out for over seven hundred 
years, and many Arabic words must have, necessarily, 
filtered through into the Spanish. An historical 
etymology and association with the name Picard has not 
been thought improbable. Chandler quotes the Spanish 
verb picar, "to peck or nibble at", as a correlative; 
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but G.T. Northup, in his Introduction to Spanish Litera-
ture, feels that no one of these is entirely satisfac-
tory. He refers to the Covarrubias Dictionary of 1611, 
and its definition of the word picaBo, which its compiler 
considered synonymous. He goes on to explain that 
Picaros served as scullions and porters, and 
such pursuits easily led to petty thefts. Picaros 
became a pest and certain districts limited their 
members; they were compelled to wear a special 
costume of green or red.2 
1Quoted by Frank w. Chandler, Literature of 
Roguery, (Boston: Houghto~, Mifflin &1Co., 1907) P: 37. Adolfo Bonilla y San Martin, Etimologla de picaro. 
2George T. Northup, Introduction to Spanish 
Literature, (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1925), 
pp. 167-8. 
Webster 1 s New Interne.tional Dictionary, in 
discussing the term, regards it as the e.quivalent of 
the English rogue or rascal, and explains its signifi-
cance in relation to prose fiction by quoting as the 
chief examples of the type Lazarillo de Tormes, Guzman 
and Gil Blas, all of which are examined in this study. 
The Oxford Dictionary considers the term obso-
lete, but shows it to have been in common use, in 
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England during the seventeenth century, (with the above 
meaning] by quoting from various productions of that 
period. This work also suggests a possible connection 
with the Italian piccaro, rascal or beggar, which is of 
doubtful etymology, and with the Spanish picar, picarre, 
to prick. 
The adjective picaresca, derived from the noun, 
is said to have made its initial appearance in a work of 
the year 1548. The noun does not appear at all in the 
first full-fledged rogue autobiography, Lazarillo de 
Tormes. 
As for the title name of this work, there are 
few who would not immediately associate it with the 
biblical account of "a certain beggar named Lazarus. • • 
i 
I 
full of sores and desiring to be fed with the crumbs 
from the rich man•s table."3 The name Lazaro is said 
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to have indicated, also, a victim of chronic starvation 
and one who served many masters. Lazarillo, the little 
Lazarus, has been sho~n to be a folk-lore character, the 
hero of many anec.dotes handed down orally. 
In the Athenaeum, December 29, 1888, there is 
an enlightening article by J,J. Jusserand, in which he 
points out that the early adventures of Lazarillo, as 
told by the supposed author, Hurtado de Mendoza, were 
not original with him but derived from sources as early 
as the thirteenth century. To \ support his claim, he 
refers to an important manuscript in the British Museum, 
The manuscript Roy, 10 E IV, some of the leaves of which 
have margin illustrations which obviously belong to the 
fourteenth century. The work had been sent into England 
from the Continent and its previous inscriptions and 
drawings also provide a remarkable source of information 
regarding medieval life. Among them, beginning at folio 
217, are several which show a boy standing beside his 
master and, in the words of David Rowland, who translated 
Lazarillo de Tormes into English in 1586, slyly defrauding' 
his employer by attempting "to sucke up his wine with a 
3 The Bible, St. Luke, 16:20, 21. 
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long reede which I had prepared for the purpose. "5 
There. are other of Lazarillo 1 s tricks sketched and his 
punishments as a result of them. Jusserand quotes, 
also, the eminent French critic, M. Alfred Morel-Fatio, 
who further substantiates the claim as follows: 
Les aventures de 1 1 aveugle et de son garyon 
sont le sujet de plusieurs petites pieces de notre 
Vieux r~pertoire dramatique, et en Espagne meme ces 
types si populaires ont ete mis souvent a la scene; 
nul doute que le romancier n 1 ait ete precede ici 
de quelques farces du theatre forain des premieres 
annees du XVI siecle.6 
As Lazarillo de Tormes was not written until the second 
half of the sixteenth century, it is plain that some 
of the incidents related were not wholly original with 
the Spanish author. There is evidence, also, of a 
farce entitled Le Gargon et 1 1Aveugle having been 
played at Tournai in 1277, Wij lch is certainly related 
to this manuscript and which might have been known to 
the writer of Lazarillo. It is also pointed out that the 
conception of Lazarillo as a leader of the blind took 
5J. J. Jusserand, "Illustrations from Lazarillo 
de Tormes," Athenaeum, p. 883, Dec., 29, 1888. 
6Ibid., pp. 883-4. 
firm root in the thought of the time, for, to this day, 
the Dictionary of the Spanish Academy retains the word 
with this special sense. 
Though at first this knavish rogue was used as 
9 
a target for laughter, ridicule and sat~re, yet to the 
study of him and his environment can l;t~. attributed much 
of our present-day bu~anity; for after the laughter 
came understanding and pity, his cunning and rascality 
were but lightly condemned, and in his appeal to the 
reader•s deeper feelings lies the secret of his popular-
ity, even to the present; for who has not been amused 
and entertained by the dexterity and adroitness of such 
modern picaros as A. J. Raffles and Huckleberry Finn? 
And of as great importance is the fact that this same 
Spanish picaro drew fiction from the clouds of dreams 
and fantasy down to the common level of everyday life, 
and the truth and reality of human existence. 
CHAPTER I 
TRACES OF THE PICARO IN ANCIENT, MEDIEVAL 
AND RENAISSANCE WORKS 
If one were asked to name the most salient 
feature in present-day literature, the reply which would 
be unhesitatingly given would be Realism--a manner and 
method of interpreting life and its complexities, by 
which imagination is subordinated to fact, and a faithful 
and accurate observation of man and his actual environ-
ment replaces the fanciful dreams and visions of what 
the world might be. Since its development, the chief 
interest is no longer exclusively in the elegant and 
privileged few, who for so many centuries held the center 
of the stage, but the attention of author and reader is 
now directed to those actors, whose name is legion, 
selected from the middle and lower classes; who perform 
no superhuman deeds but carry on the business of ordi-
nary living; who converse, not ih the affe~ted, artificia 
speech of the upper groups of society but in the direct 
and natural language of the common people. 
Man can be Justly proud of · his achievement in 
this phase of literary thought, especially in relation to 
I· 
I 
I 
I 
\\ 
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the novel; for, during the l a s t fe w centuries, his 
performance in that field ha s been a rema r kable and 
i mpressive one. As an instrument for the spread of 
lea r ni ng in a ll b r anche s, to a ll cl a s ses, i n ever y nc~ ti on, 
the r e are fev-r me diums which the prose na rritive ha s 
not equa lled. Through its use, the indivi dual has, 
easily~ and ple a s antly, a cquired kno wledge to repl a ce 
his i gnorance, and entertainment a nd e sc~pe from the 
dull routine of every-day exi s tence; reforms have been 
brought about and i mproved conditions a re eve r ywhere 
apparent; injusti ces and ineqJtities have been lessened 
and corrected, ~ntil the Utopi an dream , which ha s been 
the hope of thinkers in a ll eras, s eems a not to distant 
pos s ibility. The se cha nges are not the result of works 
of visiona ries, to any ma r ked de gree, but of writers 
who have felt it obliga tory to present truthfully 
the life and manne r s of their own times a ccording to 
some such pattern a s tha t laid do wn by t h e l1.,rench author, 
Furetiere, in the seventeenth century: 
I shall tell you s incerely a nd faithf1llly 
several stories or adventures which happened to 
persons who a re neither heroes or heroines, who 
will raise no a r mies and ove r throw no kingdo ms, 
but who will be folk of mediocre condition •••• 
Some of t hem will be goodlooking and others ugly. 
Some of them will be wise and others foolish and 
these last, in1fact, seem likely to prove the larger number. 
The use of realistic material is by no means 
entirely new or original, for there were tellers of 
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tales in all periods who introduced characters and epi-
sodes from the life. about them into their narratives, 
even if they were employed only as foils for the more 
romantic actor and deed. In ancient, medieval and 
renaissance works there are visible threads which suggest 
the design of the modern fabric and its insistence upon 
actuality. 
Greek and Roman writers of comedy, centuries 
before Christ, showed their audiences the charlatans and 
humbugs who walked the streets of Athens and Rome. In 
the fragmentary work of Petronius of the Roman court of 
Nero, are descriptions of low-life characters, scenes 
and incidents, told in the first person, and in language 
~hat is no longer elegant and stilted, but coarse, slangy 
and ribald. His satyricon is often referred to as the 
first picaresque tale, for it contains almost all the 
1Quoted by Brander Matthews in the introduction 
to Manual of the Art of Fiction by Clayton Hamilton. 
pp!. XVII-XVIII. (New York: Doubleday, Doran and Company, 
Inc., 1929) 
• 
• 
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elements characteristic of the later rogue fiction of 
Spain. Encolpius, with two other unprincipaled rascals, 
gives an account of their adventures in southern Italy, 
their tricks and Journeyings from inn to inn, drinking, 
\ 
brawling and wenching; half bullies and half knaves, 
they are as scoundrelly a trio as any of their later 
abundant progeny. The author unmercifully gibes at 
Nero•s courtiers, pompous citizens, ranting poets and 
boring orators; in the city of Cretona, to which they 
· come after being wrecked at sea, there are but two 
classes of men, rogues and their victims, into whose 
company they are warmly welcomed, since they possess the 
praise-worthy qualities of lying and duping; for they 
will steal anything from a purse to the robes which 
adorn the statue of the goddess, Isis; and their frauds 
range from representing one of their companions as a 
wealthy lord, to the concealment of Giton by the poet 
Encolpius, who slips him under his bed, where he clings 
. 
to its cords and escapes from the searching officials 
and Ascyltos--a ruse not unworthy of the crafty Ulysses, 
himself • 
How like the Spanish vagabond's adventures and 
attitude toward life are these descriptions from this 
======*================================================r===---
II 
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The Cretonians further inform these rascals that: 
Temperance, good manners, nor any virtue can 
meet a reward; assure yourselves of finding but two 
sorts of men, the cheated and those that cheat; you 
can observe nothing but one man devouring another, 
as crows dead carcasses.6 
Like the Spanish picaresque authors of the six-
teenth century, Petronius used scenes and characters 
from low society in contrast to those of court circles, 
15 
broke away from the cultivated literary idiom, and intro-
duced the slang and plebeian accents of the commoners; 
and the only connecting device for the many episodes 
used, is the appearance in all of them of the disrepu-
table beggar-students, led by Encolpius, an ancient Gil 
Blas or Roderick Random. 
Incidents from the Golden Ass of Apuleius have 
been borrowed by numberless writers, not the least among 
them being Boccaccio, Cervantes and Le Sage. Here, too, 
are further foreshadowings of the picaresque--the plot 
is simple, and the story of the life of Lucius is the 
connecting link which joins the various events; each is 
related in a manner and tone peculiarly fitting to the 
particular tale, as the hero, in the form of an Ass, 
6Ibid,,Part II, p. 1~8. 
1 
writer of the first century! 
Ascyltos liked the riflin~ well enough but 
wished it done without blood.~ 
14 
The throng kept us from being taken notice of, 
and gave us the opportunity of prying here and there 
what we might filch for in a crowd; when Ascyltos, 
unheeded of anyone, took a purse from the ground, 
in which he found several pieces of §old; we leaped 
for joy at so fortunate a beginning. 
After a lengthy account of various foods and drinks at 
the dinner of Trimalchio, the guests are urged to eat, 
drink and be merry, for it is pointed out to them how 
brief and uncertain man•s little moment of life may be: 
Unhappy mortals, on how fine a thread 
Our lives depend! ••• 
Therefore let's live merrily while we can. 4 
I, wherever I am, make my life as pleasant and 
free from trouble as if I expected no more of it. 
If you511 imitate me, never let cares disturb your 
quiet. 
2 
Michael Heseltine, Translator, The Satyr of 
Petronius, (Loeb, London~ 1913), 
3Ibid., Part I: 28. 
4Ibid., Part I: 55. 
5Ibid., Part II: 145. 
The Cretonians further inform these rascals that: 
Temperance, good manners, nor any virtue can 
meet a reward; assure yourselves of finding but two 
sorts of men, the cheated and those that cheat; you 
can observe nothing but one man devouring another, 
as crows dead carcasses.6 
Like the Spanish picaresque authors of the six-
teenth century, Petronius used scenes and characters 
from low society in contrast to those of court circles, 
15 
broke away from the cultivated literary idiom, and intro-
duced the slang and plebeian accents of the commoners; 
and the only connecting device for the many episodes 
used, is the appearance in all of them of the disrepu-
table beggar-students, led by Encolpius, an ancient Gil 
Blas or Roderick Random. 
Incidents from the Golden Ass of Apuleius have 
been borrowed by numberless writers, not the least among 
them being Boccaccio, Cervantes and Le Sage. Here, too, 
are further foreshadowings of the picaresque--the plot 
is simple, and the story of the life of Lucius is the 
connecting link which joins the various events; each is 
related in a manner and tone peculiarly fitting to the 
particular tale, as the hero, in the form of an Ass, 
6Ibid,,Part II, p. 148. 
____ _jl 
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the greater number of these ~uthors, in all probability, 
were classical scholars and possessed a knowledge of 
the ancient manuscripts in the original, would be 
sufficient evidence for the belief that these strands, 
prepared and at hand, were selected and .woven into 
their tales of adventure after they had tinted them with 
the color of contemporary life. The simple plot, 
scenes and characters from both high and low-life, the 
rogue and vagabond, his tricks and stratagems, the hunger 
motif, incidents on highway and in tavern, humor, satire 
and cynicism, with language and style in harmony with 
I 
subject material, needed only to be compactly and closely' 
knit together, into a unified whole, to create the 
finished product--a realistic presentation of sixteenth 
century low-life. These narratives of Spain, one 
thousand years later, Don Quixote, Lazarillo and Guzman, 
which were to satirize and laugh out of existence the 
medieval romances of chivalry, were not more radically 
different from the literature of the preceding age, 
than this ancient realistic trend from the current tales 
of its time. 
_____ __/ 
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Besides these Greek and Roman tales, the popular litera-
ture of the Middle Ages influenced and provided abundant 
materi a l for the post-Renaissance author. Trader, 
crusader and Moslem, fr.om the Holy Land and the Far 
East, had introduced into Spain the apologues, fables, 
anecdotes and legends of newly-discovered places and 
., 
peoples; from these trouvere and troubador took jests 
and tricks, clothed them in European dress, and presente 
them to audiences in village square and inn yard. By 
the fourteenth century, all Europe wss laughing hilari-
ously over the cunning and rascality of Reynard, the Fox~ 
the picaro as animal--whose adventures are found in the 
folk-tales of many earlier races. He is an out-and-out 
knave who certainly merits the punishment he always 
mangages to escape, only to seek out others to dupe and 
deceive. written in a period when men did not dare to 
criticize, openly, the evil deeds of those in power, 
these stories are, many times, veiled denunciations of 
the unjust and immoral acts of ruler and priest. 
Expressed in the vernacular and of unknown authorship, 
they display threads of realism which have continued, 
unbroken, down to modern times. 
---r-
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, 
A medieval document, Di t ~ les , etats ·.£!:. 
Jnonde, and various Dance of Death poems, (p'opular themes 
often treated by the writers of the Middle Ages), were 
works which, also, helped in shaping the plan of the 
picaresque tale. The early Castilian poem Danza de la 
muerte was thought to have been based on such a work as 
that of the Danse Macabre, of Jean Le F~'llre, written 
before 1376 and no longer extant.' With much cynicism 
and satire, different professions and ranks of society 
are reviewed, and portraits of money-lender, merchant, 
tax-gatherer, rabbi, priest and Moslem are clearly 
sketched. The great Leveler, Death, calls pope and 
peasant, emperor and humble slave before him and, as in 
Lucian's Dialogues of the Dead, all class distinctions 
are swept away. 
The Renaissance and the New Learning had empha-
sized the natural, the human and sensual in life, and 
argued that these properties were of greater benefit to 
mankind than theological creed and ascetic tenet, and 
self-satisfaction arid self-gratification were placed 
above self-denial and self-sacrifice. There followed, 
naturally, a cynical indifference toward religious 
matters, and immorality, even among the clergy, was 
regarded .:::.with amused indulgence and tolerance. That 
L 
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monk and friar "make no scruple of .the sin of drunken-
9 
ess, and the lust of the flesh" , is plainly st_ated even 
by Erasmus, in his Praise of Folly. It can be readily 
understood how readers of his century were no more than 
amused and entertained by the ribaldry and indecency of 
such works as Rabelais' Gargantua and Pantagruel, which 
features are only too clearly perceived in all of the 
primitive picaresque stories, also. 
That certain w6rks, translated from the Italian, 
could very easily have furnished further material for 
the realistic novelists of Spain, cannot be positively 
disputed. ~t has been definitely shown that Rabelais 
owes much to them, and it is not unnatural to think that 
the verses of Luigi Pulci, intimate friend of Lorenzo 
de Medici, and Teofilo Folengo had both a dire.ct and 
indirect influence upon the literature of the Peninsula, 
for in them are seen many picaresque tendencies. Anti-
heroes and vagabond companies wander from one adventure 
of knavery to another, delighting in thievery, gluttony 
and lechery. Many of Folengo • s ·verses describe e'fents 
in his own life after he left the monast'ic order of 
9Percy Hazen Houston and Robert Metcalf Smith, 
editors, ~of World Literature, (New York: Odyssey 
Press, 1930), p. 940. 
I 
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which he was a member, to wander through Italy as a 
vagrant. 
In order to weave these widely separated strands 
of realism into the complete and finished texture of the 
novel of roguery, particular and peculiar conditions, 
political, social, geographical and literary were neces-
sary; an alert, imag inative and versatile mind w~s 
essential to recognize the need for a different school 
of fiction, and an opportunity to create a new design 
which, though at its beginning, it traced only the life 
of a beggarly rascal and knave, was to become, eventuall~ 
a pattern of modern life. The occasion and the creator 
were to be suppli~d by sixteenth-century Spain. 
·I 
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CHAPTER II 
THE PICARO IN SPAIN 
It is not strange that Spain should have led in 
this movement from romanticism to realism, nor that the 
versatile, alert and intellectually-curious mind of the 
race inhabiting the Peninsula should have been the first 
among the European peoples to turn from the cloying 
illusions of an effete idealism to common, ordinary, 
every-day life; for the same adventurous, seeking spirit 
which drove the Spaniards forth to discover new worlds, 
inspired them to look for fresh literary fields. 
Spain, it should be noted, was the country which 
created the masterpieces in the various schools of fic-
tion--the chivalric, the pastoral, the satire and the 
nouvelle; for in addition to the Amadis, the Diana and 
Don Quixote, the conde Lucanor of Don Juan Manuel of the 
thirteenth century, preceded Boccaccio•s Decameron; and 
when the rest of Europe was avidly reading these earlier 
fictional forms, the tales of the picaro, ancestor of all 
those likable rogues from the lower walks of life, were 
at the height of their popularity in Spain. There can be 
no disputing the fact that the nation which for so many 
24 
centuries controlled the political, cultural and relig-
ious policies of Europe also refashioned and rearranged 
the old, and created new literary patterns for the 
western world. 
Since literature and civic life are invariably 
related, it is necessary to consider, along with the 
many-sided Spanish mind, political and social conditions 
in sixteenth-century Spain for a further explanation of 
the very radical change in their national thought and 
culture. 
The romances of chivalry were an interpretation 
of the mystical and fanatically-religious individual of 
an earlier era, of unparalleled courage, willing to 
suffer and endure that the Spanish sword and Christian 
cross might be carried throughout the world. Lewis 
Spence describes the spirit and temper of these narra-
tives as follows: 
Spain had been for ages the land of active 
knighthood; her imagination had been wrought to a 
high pitch of fervor in her long stnuggle with her 
pagan enemies; and ••• in the tales of chivalry 
she now gazed upon with such admiration, she saw 
the reflection of her own courtly and heroic spirit-
the mosl sensitive and fantastically chivalrous in · 
Europe. 
lLewis Spence, Legends and Romances of Spain, 
(New York: Farrar & Rinehart, 1931), pp. 37-8. 
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However, as a result of different economic 
circumstances, a new form of literary expression was 
found necessary and imperative, for these dreams and 
illusions had become a threat to the strength arid solid-
ity of the nation as a whole. They had instilled in the 
individual such an exaggerated sense of pride, a belief 
that he had been divinely appointed to establish a 
Spanish world, united under one God and one king, that 
the majority of the people had become mere visionaries, 
seeking fame and wealth through conquest, while the 
glory of their civilization was decreasing every day. 
The religious wars of Philip I and II laid waste the 
entire nation; famines anq epidemics were frequent; 
commerce and industry, which a century before had flour-
ished, were almmst at a standstill, due, in part, to 
the expulsion of the Moors; the fields were unploughed, 
for farmer and artisan were off and away, hunting honor 
and gold with Cortez and Pizarro. The cities were 
crowded with adventurers and hangers-on, seeking officia 
appointments and fawning and flattering for preference 
at court; hordes of idlers and parasites, frO$ needy 
hidalgo to beggars and criminals, formed the largest 
percentage of the population. Since ordinary labor was 
looked down upon, the most essential work of the Empire 
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was left undone, and Spain faced national ruin, for she 
thus lacked the strength and vigor which might have 
enabled her to sustain her position as the most powerful 
nation in Europe. 
The humorous, satiric side of the Spanish mind 
could not but realize the incongruity of existing condi-
tions and the false pictures of life presented in the 
pastoral and chivalric romances, with their impossible 
heroes, performing fantastic deeds in an idealistic 
world. A reaction ~ in literary thought would arise as a 
matter of course, which could not but result in a more 
truthful portrayal of the state of the nation as a whole. 
No discussion of the novela picaresca, as a real-
istic picture of low-life, would be complete without 
some reference to several i mportant works wh ich preceded 
the Lazarillo de Tormes--the first rogue novel · proper--
which contained many elements of the same material, and 
which, there is no doubt, influenced later authors. 
satirical verse had existed side by side with 
the chivalric and pastoral romances. Just at the close 
of the thirteenth century, Juan Ruiz, Archpriest of Hita, 
known as the Spanish Chaucer, produced a work called 
Libro de buen ~, considered an accurate presentation 
of the scandalous immorality and manners of his time, 
I 
and which was immensely successful. He begins with a 
solemn invocation to God, as he pleads for deliverance 
from prison, where it is known he spent fourteen years 
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of his life while in Toledo; soon, however, the tone 
changes and becomes a gay, mocking satire of the corrup-
tion and misbehaviour within the church, and it paints 
in glaring colors the eternal battle between the spirit-
ual and carnal sides of man•s nature; as in Boccaccio 
and Chaucer, the flesh is usually the victor, for though 
the sinner repents each night, with dawn his good inten-
tions vanish. Much of the writer's description is so 
authentic, the reader cannot but believe that the inci-
dents which are related actually occurred to this priest 
and picaroon, himself. His servant Fur6n is a type as 
near to the picaro as Spanish fiction had as yet produced 
El Corbacho by Alfonso Martinez, Archpriest of 
Talavera, is as merry a satirization in prose as Juan 
Ruiz• was in verse. It ridicules the affections and 
vanities of women in plain and popular language. This 
work contains a feminine for~unner of the proud, 
penniless hidalgo of Lazarillo de Tormes, one who borrows 
garments and jewelry from relatives and neighbors to ride 
in state through the city streets, attended by three or 
four foot-men, and returns home to earn a mere pittance 
I 
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with her sewing and embroidering. Cervantes aptly and 
concisely described this false, yet somehow admirable 
pride of the Castilian in the line: "An ounce of public 
affront is heavier than a ton of secret shame." 
At about this same time, appeared the most 
important work of the fifteenth century, and one of the 
greatest masterpieces of all literature, the Tragi-
Comedy of Calisto and Melibaea, by Fernando de RoJas. 
It was the first literary production in Spanish which 
possessed a plot, carefully worked out, vivid, natural 
dialogue and a faithful record of both high and low life. 
RoJas employ~, an exalted theme which is presented in 
elegant and elevated language, but there are many scenes, 
interwoven with the major part of the plot, from the 
sordid, cruel life of the city slums, its coarse and 
vulgar speech, its violent and savage deeds. Idealism 
and realism, tragedy and comedy are here combined, and 
for the first time a writer has shown how varied and 
inclusive the subject of the novel and drama might be. 
Written for the stage, wholly in dialogue, and divided 
into a dramatically-impossible number of scenes, this 
tale of the star-crossed lovers, Calista and Melibaea, 
suggests Shakespeare's Romeo and Juliet. Calista, a 
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devoted lover, is, like Romeo, in love with love; the 
moment he sees Melibaea he is instantly all sighs and 
passion, extravagantly protesting that he is far happier 
in her love than all the saints in Paradise, and that 
God is good only because he has endowed her with such 
perfect human beauty. In their pure and uncalculating 
passioh, they seem to dwell apart from the crude, mater t 
ialistic world about them. In contrast to their ideal-
istic love, is placed the greed, cruelty and hypocrisy 
of Celestina and her gross and crafty servants. She, 
"a witch, subtle as the devil, and well practiced in 
all the rogueries and villainies that the world can 
afford, 112 is the ancestress of Justina, Moll Flanders, 
and Roxana, and Parmeno and Sempronio the parents of all 
the Spanish rogues and liars who, later, become the chief 
actors in a fiction all their own. Elicia and Parmeno 
maintain an attitude toward life which is identical with 
that of the picaros of the next century: 
2James Mabbe, translator, Celestina, Fernando 
de RojasJ (London: George Routledge & Sons, Ltd., 1926-7) 
p, 20. 1 
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As long as we have meat for today, let us not 
think on tomorrow; let to-morrow care for itself: 
we are not to live forever, and therefore let us 
laugh and be merry, for few are they that come to 
see old age; and they who do see it, seldom die of 
hunger. I desire nothing in this world, but meat, 
drink, and clothing, and a part in pleasure.3 · 
When sempronio asks who taught Celestina all her tt~~ks 
and knaveries, Parmeno, well-versed in the ways of the 
under-world, answers, "Necessity, poverty and hunger, 
than which there are no better tutors in the world, no 
b'etter quickeners and revivers of the wit. 114 
It can be clearly seen that before the appear-
ance of the fully-planned picaresque novel, the earliest 
and one of the best examples of which is Lazarillo de 
Tormes, which was published in 1554, satire and scenes 
of humble life were not lacking in the popular litera-
ture of Spain. Furthermore, there is no reason to 
suppose that the author of the above tale would have 
been unacquainted with, or uninfluenced by, preceding 
works. Of far greater importance is the fact that it 
was as instrumental as Don Quixote in destroying the 
vo gue of the chivalric romances. 
3 Ibid., P• 126. 
4Ibid., p. 139-140. 
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To insure the immediate acceptance and welcome 
of this first of anti-heroes into literary society, no 
other introduction than that of Howells, former dean of 
American novelists and critics, should be necessary, for 
he wrote: 
The adventures of his (Mendoza's) rogue of a 
hero, who began life as a servant and accomplice 
of a blind beggar, and then adventured on through 
a most diverting career of knavery, brought back. 
all the landscape of that dear wonder-world of 
Spain, where I had lived so much, and I followed 
him with all the old delight.5 
He also advises the intending author of American fiction 
· to study the Spanish picaresque novels: 
For in their simplicity of design he will find 
one of the best forms for an American story. The 
intrigue · of close texture will never suit our con-
ditions, which are so loose and open and variable; 
each man's life among us is a romance of the Spanish 
model, if it is the life of a man who has risen, as 
we nearly all. have, with many ups and downs ..• 
There is an honest simplicity in the narrative, a 
pervading humor, and a rich feeling for character 
that gives it value.6 
Many scholars have commented upon the lack of 
unity in Mendoza's tale, but F. courtney Tarr, in an 
5william Dean Howells, ~Literary Passions, 
(New York: Harper & Brothers, 1895), p. 26. 
6~., p. 26. 
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article in the Publioations of the Modern Language Asso-
ciation Qj 1927, has pointedly refuted such a criticism, 
and has clearly shown that it not only possesses unity 
to a marked degree, but that it is planned and con-
structed in a masterly fashion. Where other critics 
have seen omissions, he praises the author's powers of 
condensation, and be disputes the statement that the 
various episodes have little connection with one another, 
by proving that each is the logical development of the 
preceding incident. He goes on to show ~ , that the short, 
concise Prologue plainly voices the purpose of the 
writer to present, autobiographically, the life of the 
vagabond hero, his adventures, ill luck and final 
success, in spite of outrageous fortune. Following, as 
in the romances of chivalry, is the statement of the 
chief character's genealogy--in this case a most dis-
reputable one--and his inherited traits are mentioned 
to explain his evil tendencies and to arouse the 
reader's sympathy. Also, the presence of the anti-hero 
in all the episodes of the story is noted as the uniting 
7F. Courtney Tarr, "Literary and Artistic Unity 
in the Lazarillo de Tormes," Publications of the Modern 
~~nguages Association, 42:404-421, 1927. 
thread, which is in itself an advance over the previous 
collections of anecdotes and Jests. 
After Lazarillo has been hired out by his mother 
as a guide to a blind beggar, the hunger motif, which, 
at that time, was only too predominant in all parts of 
Spain and in all classes, is immediately introduced, 
and there is an ensuing battle of wits between the young 
vagabond and his new master to obtain food enough to 
keep body and soul together; for Lazarillo claimed he 
"never met with so avaricious and so wicked an old cur-
mudgeon : he allowed me almost to die daily of hunger."8 
The punishments that are visited upon the boy when his 
tricks and frauds to avoid sheer starvation are discov-
ered soon initiate him into the ways of life and con-
vince him that only through the use of a ready wit and 
nimble fingers will he be able to exist at all. His 
master's extreme cruelty causes him to revenge himself 
brutally upon him, before he hastily departs in search 
of another employ~r. 
8Thomas Roscoe, editor, The Spanish Novelists, 
"Lazarillo de Tormes", (London: Frederick Warne and 
Company['n.d;}) p. 32. 
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With the idea that self-preservation is the 
first law of nature firmly implanted in his mind, 
Lazarillo, hopefully, becomes acolyte to a priest, think-
ing that hunger among churchmen must be unknown; but, 
contrary to his expectations, this new master displays 
such meanness and covetousness that he looks gack to his 
previous employment with regret. He is starved in such 
a shameful manner, that he actually rejoices when there 
is a funeral feast, and he prays that death may visit 
often the parish to which he is attached. Caught when 
he breaks into the blessed-bread box, he is so cruelly 
beaten that he barely recovers, and, when he does, he 
is promptly dismissed. 
In this episode the hunger theme has been em-
phasized, and again, there has been depicted a struggle 
between two opponents, as well as a none-too-flattering 
portrait of a familiar contemporary figure. Moreover, 
it is very evident that his fortunes are at a lower ebb 
than they had formerly been, since, during the time he 
had been among the clergy, on occasions, he had had 
nothing to eat at all. 
The third chapter is, perhaps, the most poignant 
in all picaresque fiction. Here, the hunger feature is 
even mor~ stressed; for Lazarillo, now the servant of a 
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haughty but penniless hidalgo " who would never think of 
stooping to honest labor, is expected not only to feed 
himself but to forage for his master as well, Once 
more, instead of having bettered his conditions, he 
finds them markedly worse. However, in place of the 
cruel scheming and plotting of servant against master, 
seen in the first two episodes", Lazarillo feels genuine 
loyalty, affection and adm±ration for the foolishly 
proud escudero to whom he has attached himself, thous-
ands of whom might be seen every day on the streets of 
Madrid and seville. It should be noted that the hidalgo, 
as presented by Mendoza, is no traditional figure but an 
entirely new and original characterization, which has 
been continuously imitated by later writers. 
The next incident of only nine lines has caused 
much discussion because of its brevity, and has been 
considered fragmentary and incomplete. But Mr. Tarr 
argues that Lazarillo served the restless friar, who is 
here his master, but a week, and for that reason alone 
its shortness is understandable. The friar, too, 
serves but as an introduction to the more important 
contemporary figure of the bulero, the seller of indul-
gence~, who tricks and cheats the people in the name of 
the Church. 
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With the position of water-boy in Toledo, the 
worst of Lazarillo•s misfortunes seem to be over; the 
hunger theme gradually diminishes in importance and he 
begins to move upward. Though he ceases to defraud and 
trick, he does not hesitate to take advantage of the 
vices of others; with the same tone of irony heard in 
the opening passage, the tale closes with the anti-hero 
as the complacent husband of the mistress of the Toledo 
priest who befriend~ him in his new position of town-
crier of wines·. His vocation is another unifying thread, 
for Lazarillo•s final office is a fulfilling of the 
blind beggar's prophecy in the first episode, "If ever 
man in the world," he said, ''is fortunate by wine it 
9 
will be you." 
This new fictional form, short, coneise, 
autobiographical--which provided an opportunity to 
satirize, safely, the different classes of society--
brought into the light of common day the corruptions 
and evils of the life of the time, and could not have 
failed, entirely, to arouse public sentiment and to 
make Spain aware of its need for religious and economic 
refor·m. 
9 Ibid., p. 36. 
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Though, at first, satire of clergy bnd official 
by vagabond and picaro was thought of little importance, 
the church authorities we~e not long in placing the work 
on the Index Expurgatorius; but it was published in 
other countries and, later, an expurgated copy was per-
mitted in Spain, itself. It won great popularity, but 
no author imitated Mendoza for nearly a half-century, 
because of the church's condemnation, it is thought; for 
Philip II was a bigoted and rigid enforcer and defender 
of ecclesiastical law. 
In 1599, just about the time Cervantes was 
creating his Don Quixote, the second important work of 
the picaresque school was prod.uced. One can not but 
admire the courage of its author, Mateo Aleman, who 
dared to publish a tale modeled on one condemned by a 
Church Council; however, his professed ethical purpose 
and frequent moralizings must have won for it the approv-
al of the clergy, for it was by far the most popular 
book of the century, and it is often regarded as the 
masterpiece of the Spanish picaresque school. 
The creator of Guzman d 1 Alfarache was not only 
a government official, but a literary artist of no small 
ability, possessing a deep understanding of human nature 
I and a keen observing eye for all the faults and follies 
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of Spanish life in all its branches, both high and low; 
and because ~f its wider range, its inclusion of all 
classes, it is more truly representative of the realis-
tic novel of a later date; for, if a work of art is to 
be considered an interpretation of life, attention must 
be directed not to any one corner of society but to 
human existence as a whole. As a royal official, Aleman 
would have acquired knowledge of the habits and manners 
of the nobility; with his father, a physician, he visit-
ed the prisons of Seville and learned much about 
criminal conditions and types; and, while ,a soldier, he 
must have mixed with adventurers and rogues of all 
kinds. These experiences he com\ined in what Henry 
10 
Hallam , considers the most notable romance of this 
class, because of its reflections upon society, its 
good sense, its presentation of man's experience, its 
direct influence upon Le Sage and, it might be added, 
indirectly, for its effect upon such English writers as 
Fielding, Smollett, Lever, Thackeray and Dickens. The 
'fact, too, that it was translated into all the European 
languages testifies to its being a faithful portrayal of 
10The works of yenry Hallam,"Introduction to the 
Literature-of Europe"7 Boston: William Vezie, 1866), 
II:306. 
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the life and manners of the time, not only in Spain but 
in many adjacent countri~s, and that its characters were 
recognizable and familiar figures in contemporary society \ 
certain it is, no other Spanish author was so influential 
in spreading abroad the vogue of the picaresque novel. 
Following the pattern of Lazarillo, the tale 
begins with the outlining of the anti-hero's family tree, 
and Guzman's ancestors are shown to have been members of 
a higher social group than his predecessor's. Autobiog-
raphically, the reader is informed that his father had 
been captured by Mohammedans, had married a Moor and 
adopted their religion. Later he escaped, refhed Seville 
married a wealthy widow, set himself up in business, and, 
for some time after Guzman's birth, live~ royally and 
expensively. However, his riches spent, Guzman, at 
fourteen years of age, is forced to start out and seek 
his fortune in a world that he soon discovers yields 
little to those who are not dishonest, grasping and 
villainous. Adventures on ·the highways and in roadside 
inns, in the company of wandering friars, muleteers and 
beggars, are related with much gusto and vigor and with 
plentiful, though less savage, satire aimed at ribald 
clergy and rascally inn-keepers, for they were favorite 
targets in Spanish fiction for such gibings. 
1\ 
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When Guzman is employed as scullion in the 
palaces of cardinals and ambassadors, there is an oppor-
tunity for lively descriptions of the feasting, the 
gambling and drinking, typical of such establishments, 
as well as the pilfering of the servants and retainers~ 
Guzman, like the majority of his class, preferring to 
live by rascality rather than by sober industry, and 
never slow about appropriating whatever he thinks may 
not be missed, is soon detected and discharged. Many J 
of his tricks are characterized by the cruelty and heart 
lessness so prevalent in the life of the period, and 
the natural result of such a decadent society. 
Organized criminal and beggar groups in Rome, 
to which Guzman had travelled, are minutely described, 
and the laws which govern their many different classes, 
locations, and horrible and sordid tricks~are rapidly 
and thoroughly learned by the anti-hero, unt'il he become 
a most proficient member of the numerous guilds of 
beggary. 
The usual satire of the medical and surgical 
professions is introduced, when Guzman's counterfeited 
sores are quickly and co~pletely healed, there~y bring-
ing praise and profit to all concerned. 
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Through thievery, he acquires a large amount of 
money, revenges himself upon relatives who had scorned 
him when he was in poven ty, invests his wealth only to 
lose it, becomes a vagabond once more, galley slave and 
rogue, and, as the tale ends, he, assisted in his lying 
and defrauding by his mother, is as , t~orough a rascal 
as when he started out on his evil career. 
In comparison with ·the first picaresque novel, 
Aleman's is much longer; the numerous characters and 
incidents introduced reveal many more phases of the 
civilization0of the time; the work is more diffuse and 
contains an over-abundance of moralizing passages, which 
no doubt appealed to the sixteenth-century reader, for 
he expected such digressions and enjoyed them, but to a 
modern they would be tiresome and goring. The supposed 
author of Lazarillo did not point a moral in his tale, 
for he looked upon life cynically, saw its absurdities, 
and so depicted them. His successor, however, from the 
very title of his work--The Watch-tower of Human~--
shows a moral purpose, or, at least, pretends that he 
expects his story to serve as a warning to others of the 
vice and evil of society, and the results of such a 
manner of living; for it is, presumably, written by 
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Guzman in his older and wiser years : when, as a maturer 
individual, he laments the follies and errors of his 
youth, and, by so doing, justifies their narration. 
This same purpose is clearly stated by later English 
writers such as Defoe and Smollett, and makes acceptable 
what would, otherwise, have been considered offensive by 
many of their readers • 
. Aleman's style is not so direct, concise or 
forceful as Mendoza's, but it is more literary, accord-
ing to the standards of the time; polished and elegant, 
its correct and well-bred tone, in addition to its more 
complicated structure, and its broader and more general 
view of life, convinced other writers that the picaresque 
type of fiction provided a new and fitting vehicle for 
literary interpretation. The reaction to the novels of 
pure imagination seemed to have definitely and permanent-
ly set in, and, therefore, this Amadis-in-reverse was 
formally received into the realm of literature. 
The imitations of both these early works were 
too numerous to mention and they were, invariably, of 
inferior workmanship and style, and show no important 
development bf the type. It seems, therefore, of more 
advantage to consider only those which add varied 
threads to the original design and suggest the pattern 
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which is to be adopted by later writers in France and 
England, to be handed on, altered and improved, to fur-
nish part of the modern, realistic view of life. 
Two of the twelve stories of Cervantes• Exemp-
lary Novels, published in 1613, are eligible for 
entrance to the picaresque group,if Frank w. Chandler's 
definition of the type is accepted as a standard, for 
both show the special characteristics of the romance of 
roguery, and particular emphasis is placed on the anti-
hero and his adventures. In the Colloquy of the Dogs, 
the author, apparently, uses the Golden Ass of Apuleius 
as his model, and a dog, like the animals in the medie-
val fables, magically endowed with speech, tells the 
story of his experiences with many masters. The writer 
is thus enabled to present scenes from the different 
ranks of society, as well as much good-humored criticism 
of Spanish life. 
Of greater importance, however, is the tale of 
the two young rogues, Rinconete and Cortadillo, material 
for which Cervantes, no doubt, collected while he was 
imprisoned in seville, where he had an opportunity to 
observe carefully the hampa--the vagabond gatherings of 
that city--and all its ways. Here, it is the accurate 
presentation of the thieves• school of Monipodio which 
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is most stressed, rather than tricks and incidents, and 
as a portrayal of such an organized gang of pick-pockets 
and villains it has never been equalled. Their ruler, 
Monipodio, is a fore-runner of Jonathan Wild, Fagin and 
Jacob Duke Hildegrod with his little senate; and the 
criminal district of Seville suggests Whitefriars, the 
Alsatia of Scott 1 s Fortunes of Nigel inhabited by bands 
of ruffians who speak almost a foreign language with 
their thieves 1 cant. Though Scott, in the preface of 
his novel, mentions Thomas Shadwell 1 s Squire of Alsatia 
as his source, it is more than probable that the latter 
was influenced by this ~ tale of Cervantes. It is just as 
possible, too, that the Spanish author was, in part, 
indebted to his fellow-countryman, Aleman, and his des-
criptionoof the Roman sanctuary with its exact code and 
manners of begging, carried on as a trade, in a style 
typical of each nation--the Germans, singing in chorus; 
the French, praying; the Flemish, making reverences; 
the gypsies, importuning; the Portugese, weeping; the 
Tuscan, haranguing; the English, abusing; the Castilian, 
proud and suffering. 
The advance in characterization is miDst marked 
in the work of Cervantes, and he plainly manifests his 
never-failing understanding of the weaknesses of the 
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human race and the superstitious and irrational attitude 
of mind of these ignorant rogues. Though lawless scoun-
drels, they bow before their images and altars, and ask 
a blessing upon their thieving expeditions; even. when 
intoxicated, they remember to light a candle to the 
Virgin with relAgious devotion; they piously refrain from 
stealing on holy days, and conscientiously set aside part 
of their booty to benefit the church and clergy. Ticknor 
finds this apparent hypocrisy ridiculous and revolting; 
lgut is it not understandable, in view of the fact that 
the picaro and criminal of sixteenth-century Spain had 
little faith in, or regard for, their fellow-men, and were 
fully aware of the oppression, the exploitation and social 
injustice meted out to them; and, considering the religi-
ous beliefs of the age, would they not be convinced that 
the very saints themselves would aid them, and look 
lightly upon their sins in their struggle for existence? 
The Picara Justina, by Francisco de Ubeda, is 
worthy of some consideration, though it is usually regard-
ed as a base imitation of Guzman, for it introduced the 
. female of the species into picaresque circles. Translated 
into English by Captain John stevens, it became the inspir 
ation of Defoe's Moll Flanders _and Roxana. 
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Don Diego de Noche, a tale told in the form of 
letters, by Barbadillo, a prolific writer of plays, short 
stories, and satiric verse, all of which contained 
elements of the picaresque, had a decided influence upon 
the literature of England during the eighteenth century. 
Voltaire, in 1752, boldly stated that Le Sage's 
Gil Blas was taken entirely from the Escudero Marcos de 
Obregon of Vicente Espinel, published in 1618. While 
this statement is, in part, in error, it was proved 
through eighteenth-century research, in which both 
Voltaire and Sir Walter scott took part, that not only 
the idea for his work, but a number of incidents were 
borrowed wholesale by Le sage from his Spanish predeces-
sor. one thing is certain, this novel of Espinal's has 
an undisputed claim to fame, not only because it was the 
source of the more artistically constructed French tale, 
but, indirectly, it has been a popular pattern for dis-
tinguished authors in many countries. Espinel should be 
credited, too, with having raised the picaro in the 
social scale,-for Marcos starts out from the University-
and with having varied the design of the picaresque 
narrative, which, no doubt, was already beginning to 
weary the change-loving mind of the Spanish reader; and 
writers of the romances of roguery must, early, have been 
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aware of the limitations of the wandering servant and 
adventurer as an observer of places and people. 
Marcos is divided into three parts and begins in 
medias res which indicates a more carefully constructed \ · 
plot. Its chief incidents are believed to have been 
actual experiences in the life of its author. The hero, 
a shabby serving gentleman, past middle-ag~ hen the 
novel begins, tells his life-story to his hermit friend--
whom he had previously known when a soldier in Flanders 
and with whom, at the Segovia bridge, he had sought 
shelter from a storm. There is a flash-back to the time 
of his youth, as with a certain number of moralizing 
reflections--but with a more rapid and vivid progression 
of events than is usual in a tale told by a picaro--he 
expresses his regret for the follies and vices of ' hi~ 
earlier years in an attempt "to show in his misfortunes 
and adversities, how poor esquires may overcome the diffi-
culties of the world and breast the perils of time and 
fortune." 11 
11vicente Espinel, Escudero Marcos de Obre~on., ~ 
(Madrid: Imprenta de los sucesores de Hernando,l917 ,p.379. 
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There is greater unity shown in plot co.nstruction, 
for the tale ends as it began, with an incident concern-
ing Dr. Sagredo and his haughty wife, Dona Mergelina. 
Marcos, too, proves to be more than a roaming rascal, less 
cruel and unfeeling, for his acts are more the result of 
self-defense than a Guzman-like delight in tricking and 
cheating. The scene shifts from the bare garrets of the 
starving students at Salamanca, to a palace in ~lgiers or 
a salon in Italy, from Cordova and Madrid to Venice, and 
a less one-sided presentation of contemporary life is the 
result. 
One of the greatest writers of satire Spain ever 
produced was Francisco de Quevedo y Villegas. His prin- . 
cipal works were his Visions, published in 1635, and his 
picaresque novel, The History and Life of the Great 
Sharper, Paul of Segovia, in 1626, which still interest 
and delight readers with their keen and brilliant humor. 
With savage satire and a Swiftian attitude toward the 
whole human race he, in the former, fiercely attacks all 
orders and conditions of society. 
His better-known tale of roguery is considered, 
by many, superior to Lazarillo and Guzman because of its 
more rapid movement and more closely connected series of 
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adventures. The service of many masters and criticism II 
of classes and professions is less stressed, and interest 
is more centered on the character of the picaro as shown 
in his deeds; for his acts prove him to be, not so much a 
victim of circumstances, as a scoundrel, liar and villain 
of the lowest kind. At first the reader's pity is a- ~ 
roused for him, when he is so cruelly treated at Segovia I 
and the University of Alcala, but his constant deeds of 
vice and depravity soon offend and repel, and little 
sympathy travels with him as he sets sail for the West 
Indies with his courtezan companion, and it is revealed 
that his fortune instead of being bettered, "proved 
worse, for they never mend their condition who only 
change places without mending their life and manners.nl2 
Quevedo's skillful and original characterization II 
of Cabra, the head of the school in Segovia to which 
Paul goes as Don Diego's servant, was supposedly drawn 
from an actual figure and is the fore=runner of all the 
Squeers of later literature. He was so miserly he made 
short speeches, "from a sheer love of economy of words;" 
and "As for his chamber, there was not so much as a 
12 ~· ~., Roscoe, p. 259. 
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cob-web in it, the spiders bein~ all starved to death."13 
More of a cartoonist and caricaturist than a II 
portrait painter, Quevedo car r ied his exaggeration to an 
extreme; but his influence in this regard in the world 
of literature has been incalculable. Scarron and Smol-
lett were his disciples, and this employment of the 
grotesque lasted into the Victorian period. 
By the first half of the seventeenth century, 
the vogue of the picaresque was rapidly waning. Though 
brigands, gypsies, Moors and the pirates of the Mediter-
ranean--a fearful and formidable threat to contemporary 
trade and commerce--had been introduced to accompany the 
picaro on his journeyings and to add variety, the oft-
repeated incidents and adventures had become monotonous 
and wearisome; original and fresh material was necessary 
and authors made various attempts to bring new devices 
into their narratives. The sordid realism of earlier 
picaresque fiction was bound to be varied and modified, 
during a more cultivated period, by the addition of a 
delicate and idealistic thread to form a less coarse 
design. The new pattern was inspired, in part, by the 
dream device of Quevedo's Visions, and the resulting 
works.which are most worthy of notice were the celebrated 
13 Ibid., p. 210-211. 
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El Diable Cojuelo--The Limping Devil--by Luis Velez de 
Guevara, published in 1641, and Siglo Pitag6rico--The 
World of Pythagoras by Antonio Enriquez Gomez , --written 
in 1644. 
In order to present scenes and incidents of 
which a servant would naturally have no knowledge, 
I Guevara used the element of masic. His picaro, Cleofas, 
accidentally releases from a vial in the laboratory of 
a sorcerer, a demon who, in gratitude, carries him on an 
aerial journey over the cities of Castile and Andalusia, 
obligingly lifts off the roofs of the houses, and expose~1 
to the satire of the observer the secret lives and the 
vices of all classes, with especial ridicule aimed at 
figures in fashionable society, rogues and men of 
letters. 
Another interesting variation, is that of Gomez, 
who uses the old Pythagorean doctrine of transmigration 
of souls to bring before the reader a series of pictures. 
A prose tale, included in the above work, shows a soul 
dwelling in the bodies of a number of different types 
of society, the last, fortunately, proving to be that 
of an honest man. 
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The whole class of fiction to which these tales 
belong had its foundation in the manners and society of 
the time in which they appeared, and to this they owed 
their success both at home and abroad. 
Existing conditions, as a result of devastating 
wars, of dreams of world empire, the break-down of in-
dustry, contempt of labor, idleness, wastefulness, 
poverty and corruption, were observed, contrasted with 
romantic and idealistic conceptions of man's existence, 
and then depicted with the actuality, cynicism and quick-
ness of wit characteristic of the Spanish rogue. 
The picaro, observer of this national decay, 
appeared, first, in a loosely-connected succession of 
adventures, moving · from master to master--(types who 
move in and out of the anti-hero's life and are not met 
again)--and wholly concerned with securing food and sub-
stance enough to eke out his miserable existence. In 
many later tales he becomes a prosy preacher, relating 
his vices and follies as a warning to others, that they 
may not be led into like temptations. 
In addition to his rascally companions, who 
appear and are heard of no more, several authors wove a 
broader and more realistic fabric of life, stressing the 
character of the picaro, instead of service and incident 
. l 
only; they included in their works figures from the 
higher ranks of society, individuals not lacking in 
admirable qualities, and those encountered more than 
once to lend greater unity to the story. With the 
addition of magic and the supernatural to diversify a 
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pattern already irksome in its sameness, new fields and 
scenes were found needful. 
The picaresque novel developed and improved in 
the land of its birth, the anti-hero prepares to set 
forth on the highway leading north, where he had already 
been heard of and admired through report and translation: 
and where, during the next few centuries, he will add 
vigor, spirit and life to the literature of those races 
which are still delighting in the pallid romances of 
chivalry. Here he will be received, welcomed and natur-
alized, and will continue his vital and more permanent 
contributions to the development of modern realism. 
CHAPTER III 
THE PICARO IN FRANCE 
The chief writers of realistic tales after the 
seventeenth century were found not in Spain, but in 
. 
France and England. It is with the faction of the l a tter 
country that this study is principally concerned, for it 
was there that the picaro became most firmly established, 
most widely known, and made his most lasting contribu-
tions to the growth of modern realism. It must be 
remembered, that the novels whith were produced in Spain 
during the sixteenth century set an example for a host 
of writers from every nation of Europe down to the pres-
ent day. Spain supplied not only the pattern but also 
the spirit which animated the work. She caused both 
author and reader to perceive more clearly the humorous, 
comic side of life; to view with interest and under-
standing the plain, common things in the every-day world 
about them, prese~ted in colors neither delicate nor I 
elegant, but vigorous, vulgar, and of the earth, earthy. I 
Had it not been for this movement toward observation and 
II 
truth, literature would have soared far above the 
surface of reality and vanished in a fog of vagueness 
and abstractness. 
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Across the Pyrenees which bordered the north of 
Spain the ever-restless picaro wandered first into 
France. Here the Celestina, Lazarillo, Guzman, Don 
Quixote, No~elas Examplares, Marcos and La Picara Justina 
were early translated, eagerly read and as eagerly imi-
tated. 
The first to make use of the Spanish model was 
Charles Sorel in his Histoire Comique de Francion, in 
1623. Sorel knit his plot more closely, carried his 
anti-hero, who, though he was of the nobility and served 
no masters, was as great a scoundrel and knave as any 
low-born picaro, through his adventures to marriage and 
reformation. He directed his satire at individuals of 
both upper and lower ranks rather than at professions, 
and he sketched his sundry adventurers, courtezans, 
lawyers and thieves skillfully and humorously. Trans-
lated into English by RObert Loveday, in 1665, as The 
comical History of Francion, it won much popularity and 
exerted great _influence upon later novelists in England. 
paul scarron borrowed deliberately and freely 
from Spanish sources, and was never hesitant in ~re­
claiming the fact, for on one occasion he even used as 
his own signature the name of Lazarillo de Tormes. An 
actor, himself, for his most important work, the Roman 
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Comique, 1651-1657, he followed the plan of Agustin de 
Rojas• Viage entretenido, 1603, though his handling of 
his material is clearly original. His candid admission 
that he had adopted the plan of the Spanish author would 
not have detracted from the popularity of his own work, 
for Rojas• tale was considered an especially valuable 
document for its extensive and detailed descriptions of 
the early Peninsular stage. Like his predecessor 
Scarron, rejecting the anti-hero as a servant of many 
masters, and using material from his own life, related 
the adventures of a similar group of strolling players, 
balanced the low-life realism with romantic elements 
interspersed throughout the tale, and adapted it to the 
taste of seventeenth-century France. Introduced into 
England, it noticeably influenced the novel of the sue-
ceeding periods as a blending of romance and realism. 
The Hi.stoire Generale des Larrons of Francois de 
Calvi, a collection of many rogue biographies, jests, _ 1; 
tricks and cheats, proved a rich source of material for 
The English Rogue of Richard Head and for numerous 
other criminal and picaresque tales. 
Antoine Fureti~re, author of the Roman Bourgeois, 
I 
used methods of accurate observation and detailed pre-
sentation of the factual, characteristic of the picar-
'I 
II 
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esque school, but its middle-class setting, though more 
realistic in tone, differed from that of the Spanish 
picaro•s environment. 
By far the greatest production of the French 
authors who made use of picaresque ideas and material 
I' 
I 
j 
was Gil Blas by Le Sage. The fact that he borrowed 11 
wholesale from Espinel•s Marcos and sundry other Spanish 
writers in no way lessens the value and importance of his 
work. As Shakespear so often took a story, known and 
ready-made, and with his creative power transformed it 
into something extraordinary and remarkable, so Le Sage, 
with the aim, no doubt, of adding to the popularity of 
his own work by so doing, followed the Spanish picaresque 
form, borrowed characters and episodes freely, and with 
his genius created a story whose influence has been 
world-wide--for Gil Blas became a distributor of picar-
---
esque influence, and English fiction of the eighteenth 
century felt its full effect, for Fielding, Smollett and 
the later Charles Lever are admittedly imitators of 
Le Sage. 
Le sage had lived in Spain, at the French Em-
bassy in Madrid, for some years and he was thoroughly 
familiar with its literature, and had translated into 
I 
I 
II 
his own language Guzman, had written a version of 
Guevera•s El diablo cojuelo, a sequel to .!2.2!! Quixote 
and a picaresque tale The Bachelor of Salamanca. In 
Gil Blas, he used the autobiographical form, presented 
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an anti-hero and his service with many masters, whom he 
satirized in the approved picaresque manner. His caustic 
irony and wit, understanding of human nature, and recog-
nition of the good and evil in all men are evident 
through the whole tale. There is much greater unity J 
observed; characters do not appear momentarily only, but 
once met, though they may not be seen in every episode, I 
they re-enter to perform some service f~r the chief acto • 
The more complicated plot and numerous persons who take 
part in the action, skillfully woven together, display 
the author's unusual literary ability. Unlike the 
Spanish tales, his- hero is from the middle-class, not 
lacking in learning and his tricks are never of an evil 
kind. He displays both a conscience and, in his maturer 
years, a mind and nature truly repentant and a convic-
tion that honesty is the best policy. Gil Blas is 
consistent at all times in his belief that to live 
successfully one .. .must carefully avoid being duped and 
defrauded. This emphatic note is heard from the first 
. I 
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chapter, when on the road to the University of Salamanca 
he meets the flattering parasite, is cheated by him and 
then given the following advice: "Don•t be duped again 
nor believe yourself (though they should swear it) the 
eighth wonder of the world", 1 till his closing sentence 
regarding his marriage and two children "dont je crois 
pieusement etre le pere. 11 2 
Though Gil Blas is generally regarded as the 
most perfect adaptation of the picaresque pattern, and 
is still delighting and entertaining readers everywhere, 
the picaro with his recently-acquired sense of morality 
and humanity becomes aware of a more serious duty to 
be performed across the stnaits of Dover in both the 
literary and social fields, as part of various movements, 
already seething and stirring in contemporary thought, 
which will finally create a new design for living and 
a juster, better world. 
1Henri van Laun, Translator, The Adventures of 
Gil Blas of Santillana, Alain Rene Le Sage, (Edinburgh: 
William patterson, 1886), p. 9. 
2Alain Ren~ Le Sage, HistDire de Gil Blas de 
santillane, (Paris: Biblioth~que Larousse:-I9~p:-197. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE PICARO IN SIXTEENTH-CENTURY ENGLAND 
After crossing the English Channel to the Britis~ 
Isles, the picaro, in time, took unto himself the cos-
tume, language and customs of that nation, and 
companioned with English rogues and beggars until it 
became increasingly difficult to distinguish between 
foreign and native origins. 
Though, geographically, England, because of its 
I 
I 
insular position, seemed far-removed from the land which I 
gave birth to the tales of gallant courtier and rascally 
rogue, yet early translations of the chivalric romances 
and picaresque tales were greatly admired and widely 
read there by both noble and commoner, and the way was 
paved for the entrance of knight and knave into the 
literature of the Island. 
This was due in part to the close political and 
commercial alliances between the two countries from the 
beginning of the sixteenth century, when Henry VII and 
Ferdinand and Isabella arranged the marriage of Arthur 
of England and catherine of Aragon. This international 
connection not only strengthened the political bonds 
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uniting these nations but it also resulted in an inter-
change and quickening of literary and cultural ideas. 
Learned bishops, scholars and courtiers, who formed part 
of the new Queen's retinue, brought with them the best 
of the Peninsular literature; among these was the famous 
and revered Luis Vives who became an instructor at 
Oxford, a friend of Sir Thomas More and teacher of Mary, 
the daughter of Henry VIII. When Philip II of Spain 
married Mary Tudor in 1554, translations of Spanish 
works were further encouraged, and in the time of 
Elizabeth, the Amadis and Diana, as well as the popular 
tales, were familiar to both aristocrat and commoner. 
Ambassadors, envoys and travellers between the 
two nations had spread in each a knowledge of the lan-
guage, customs and learning of the other. Among those 
who had spent some time in Spain was David Rowland, and 
it was he who translated for the peoP.le of England, in 
1586, Mendoza's Lazarillo de Tormes, an authentic picture 
of the lower classes of Spain. The Peninsula had first 
influenced English thought through praatical, didactic, 
mystical and romantic writings, but she was also to 
affect more permanently and intensely the trend of real-
istic expression. 
The romances of chivalry and the pastorals did 
not appeal as much to the matter-of-fact and practical 
Anglo-saxons as they did to the more romantic southern 
nations of Europe. Because of racial and religious 
differences, they did not display the same admiration 
and reverence for the miraculous and the marvellous; 
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and though during the Elizabethan era they were inspired 
by a like eager and ardent desire for exploration and 
conquest, it never produced such dizzy flights of fancy 
as it did in the Castilian mind. The spirit of chivalry 
never led them to such heights that they lost sight of 
the prosaic needs of daily living and the world of fact. 
Of a coarser and tougher grain than the centuries-old 
aristocracy of the Continent, they were doers rather than 
dreamers, they leaned more to the side of commonsense 
than the imaginative, and early renounced the courtly 
and heroic fantasies for a form of literary expression 
more in keeping with the life with whidh they were 
familiar. 
Economic and social conditions in England, how-
ever, were not unlike those in fifteenth and sixteenth-
century Spain. An Italian, visiting England at the end 
of the fifteenth century, is quoted as follows: 
There is no country in the world where there 
are so many thieves and robbers as in England; in 
so much that few venture to go alone into the 
country, excepting in the middle of the day, and 
fewer still in the towns at night, and least of all 
in London. 
Servants dismissed from households, discharged 
soldiers, the unemployed as the result of enclosure acts 
and changes in industrial methods, and the homeless and 
starving because of the closing of the monasteries, were 
turned onto the highways and into the slums of the 
cities of England by the thousands. These beggars, 
robbers, priests and rogues lived such a grim, sordid 
existence that one wonders where, and how, the idea of 
merrie England and the Golden Age of Good Queen Bess 
ever originated. 
Prior to the translation of Lazarillo de Tormes 
and the beginnings in England of the picaresque novel in 
1 
accordance with the Spanish pattern, there were numerous 
works produced which were to prove a rich mine of mater-
ial for the writers of the next two centuries. Old 
1Quoted by A. v. Judges, in The Elizabethan 
Underworld, (New York: E.P. Dutton & Co., 1930) 
Introduction p. XV. 
I 
I 
~ statutes and chronicles, native scenes from the 
Miracle and Morality plays and the early drama, and 
ballads and tales of Robyn Hood and his merry men, were 
primitive records of the presence in English life of 
rogues and their knavery. Exerting a greater influence 
than these, however, were the Jest Books, the first of 
which in England was a collection known as ~ Hundred 
Mery Tales, published about 1525. It is to this work 
that the disdainful and spirited Beatrice of Shake-
speare•s Much Ado About Nothing refers when she asks 
Benedick to tell her who claimed she had all her "good 
wit out of 1 The Hundred Mery Tales' . u2 
There was in Elizabethan England, a group of 
authors who, through their own e~periences, gained a 
knowledge of vagabond life, and among these Bohemians 
were Greene, Nash and Chettle. They catered to the 
public taste for pictures of low-life, and produced 
works which unquestionably furthered the development of 
realistic fiction. 
2Ge~rge Lyman Kittredge, editor, Five Plays of 
Shakespeare, (Boston: Ginn and Company, 1941), Much Ado 
About Nothing, II, i. 134-6. 
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Greene, the most scholarly of this set, lived a 
life as sinful and sordid as any of the rogues he des-
cribed. A Notable Discovery of Cosenage is the report 
of his own cont acts with the vice and evil of the London 
slums. A realist by inclination, he produced a work 
that is a startling and vivid portrayal of the seamy 
side of city life. He minutely describes the art of 
cony-catching--the term cony signifying a rabbit, hence 
a simpleton or ~asy victim--as practiced by city rogues. 
He gave the impression that his life was endangered 
because he had thus exposed criminals and their secrets; 
such passages as the following should, certainly, have 
served as a clear warning to their victims: 
The cony-catchers, appareled like honest civil 
gentlemen, or good fellows, with a smooth face, as 
if butter would not melt in their mouths, after 
dinner when the clients are come from Vestminster 
Hall and are at leisure to walk up and down Paul's, 
Fleet-str eet, Holborn, the strand, and such common 
haunted places, where these cosening companions 
attend only to spy out a prey; who as soon as they 
see a plain country fellow well and cleanly appar-
eled, either in a coat of homespun russet, or of 
frieze, as the time requires, and a side pauch at 
his side, "There is a cony," saith one ••• Thus 
have the filthy fellows their subtle fetches to 
draw on poor men to fall into their cosening prac-
tises ••• they preferring consenage before labor, 
and choosing an idle practice before any honest 
form of good living .•• 
I' 
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Thus are the poor conies robbed by these base-
minded caterpillars; thus are serving men oft 
enticed to play and lose all; thus are prentices 
induced to be conies, and so are cosened of their 
masters• money; yea, young gentlemen, merchants, 
and others, are fetched in by these damnable rake-
hells, a plague as ill as hell, which is, present 
loss of money, and ensuing misery. A lamentable 
case in England, when such vipers are suffered to 3 breed and are not cut off with the sword of justice. 
The third and last tract of Greene's cony-
catching writings, part of which was in dialogue form, 
contains stories which show the direct influence of the 
Spanish picaresque, and this is even more evident in his 
later Black Bookes Messenger, laying open the Life and 
Death of Ned Browne; it closely follows the rogue pat-
tern, for Ned Browne merrily tells his own life story--
his learning to steal at an early age, his . many dis-
guises and tricks, his wanderings and adventures, until 
his capture and death. When sentenced he boasts: 
I lived wantonly, and therefore let me end 
merrily, and tell you two or three of my mad pranks 
and so bid you farewell.4 
3George B. Woods, Homer A. vatt and George K. 
Anderson, The Literature of England. (New York: Scott, 
Foresman ana-company, 1941), p. 370-5. 
4Judges, ..QJU ~., p. 257. 
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These Jest Book tales and cony-catch!ng tricks 
needed only slight changes, such as the addition of a 
unifying link and characterization, to convert them into 
a picaresque novel, and later writers were to recognize 
that fact and take full advantage of it. Among these, 
and most important in the development of realistic fic-
tion, was Thomas Nashe, author of The Unfortunate Travel-
ler, or The Life of Jacke Wilton, twice printed in 1594. 
Following the pattern of Lazarillo de Tormes, and making 
use of pranks that frequently imitate those of Scoggin, 
a supposed jester of the court of Edward IV, he produced 
the first English picaresque tale, the first attempt at 
an historical novel, and the first long narrative in 
prose whose specific aim was a closer adherence to truth 
and the commonplace in life. 
Nashe was a realist, an admirer of the vernacular 
strongly disapproved of the ornate Elizabethan prose, and 
did not hesitate to defend his own unique and individual 
style: 
This will I proudly boast, ••• that the vein 
which I have ••• is of my own begetting, and calls 
no man father in England but myself, neither Euphues, 
Tarleton, nor Greene • • • Euphues I read when I was 
a little ape in Cambridge, and then I thought it was 
ipse ille; it may be excellent good still, for aught 
I' L_ 
I know, for I looked not on it this ten year; 
but to imitate it I abhor.5 
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Though Nashe 1 s works, at times, seem closely re-
lated to the Jest and Beggar Books, Greene's cony-catch-
ing tracts and the 1586 translation of Lazarillo de 
Tormes, yet his own fresh and original genius must have, 
also, caused him to delight in creating his Unfortunate 
Traveller, and to hope that it would be as instrumental 
in lessening the vogue of such romances as Lyly•s 
Euphues and Sidney's Arcadia, as the Lazarillo had been 
in Spain. 
Nashe 1 s wandering picaro was no mere imitation 
of Lazarillo. Country, race and different social condi-
tions made of him a typically Saxon rogue. He was no 
hypocritical scoundrel from the dregs of society, eager 
to gain a mere living by his wits, cynical and cruel and 
starving~ as a result of national decay. Wilton was a 
court page, loved adventure for its own sake, and per-
formed all his tricks and cheats, not through hatred and 
5Roy Lamson and Hallett Smith, editors, The 
Golden Hind, "Strange News of the Intercepting Certain 
Uetters~y Thomas Nashe, (New York: w.w. Norton & Co., 
1942), p. 713. 
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revenge, but because of a rollicking, happy-go-lucky 
love of pranks and fun. Though he is often penniless, 
and he sees that his companions duly provide for his 
needs and pleasures, there is no ,note of hunger repeat-
edly heard, for famine did not stalk through England 
as it had in Spain. Lazarillo struggles to gain a mere 
living by serving seven different masters as rascally as 
himself. Nashe presents an anti-hero associated with 
the court, a fellow-traveller of the Earl of Surrey, and 
thus qualified to be present at discussions with Luther, 
Erasmus and More. 
The plot is much more complicated than that of 
Mendoza•s. There is much tragedy in the last chapters, 
and a deliberate use of historical detail to add authen-
ticity. Wilton becomes a kind of commentator upon 
European scenes instead of a participant in all its 
action, for the author was quick to see that interest 
might be aroused by descriptions of foreign travel. But 
its direct, racy style, its swift, sure thrusts of 
satire at prince and potentate, Puritan and Roman, its 
tricks and disguises, relate it to its Spanish fore-
runner. 
strange to say, it was not particularly success-
ful, for Engll§h readers, as a whole, were not prepared 
r 
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for such radical changes, and Nashe did not again use 
his pen in such an original and unrestrained fashion, 
but conformed more to public taste. As a pioneer in 
the picaresque field, he won slight fame in his own day. , 
Chettle•s Piers Plainnes Seaven Yere•s Prentish~ ~ 
is worthy of comment, for though it combined romantic, 
pastoral and picaresque elements, it followed much more 
closely the plan of Lazarillo. The story is told auto-
biographically, the anti-hero has served the same number 
of masters as his Spanish ancestor, and Piers satirized 
their vices as humorously as Lazarillo. There is no 
reprint of this pamphlet, which was published in 1595, 
and the only known copy extant is that in the Bodleian 
Library at Oxford. 
Though medieval romances were still popular with 
many English readers, there was to be a steady demand 
for foreign realistic fiction. James Mabbe translated 
Guzman in 1620, the Celestina in 1631, and the Novelas 
Exemplares in 1640. The Sonne of the Rogue, Buscon, 
La Hija de Celestina, and La ~icara Justina, all pub-
lished between 1638 and 1665, were equally popular and 
re-edited a number of times. 
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When Henry VIII began to rule England, that 
nation had only a slight acquaintance with Spanish let-
ters and culture, but at the end of Elizabeth's reign 
many different kinds of narratives--among them numerous 
rogue tales--had been translated, published and read by 
the Elizabethans. Nashe 1 s Unfortunate Traveller, the 
first of the English picaresque novels--which differed 
from cony-catching tract and Jest Book primarily by 
including the anti-hero's life story, after the manner 
of the spanish original--did not have a notable successor 
until the eighteenth century, when De Foe, influenced 
by his predecessors, as well as by native material, 
improved and carried on the picaresque tradition in his 
Memoirs of a Cavalier, Captain Singleton, Moll Flanders 
and Roxana. 
I 
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CH<\P1'ER V 
THE DEVELOF :ENT OF lliE PIC i\ _,SQUE NOVE1'1ENT 
TO THE PRESENT Til~ AND ITS 
REFORMING I NFLUENCE 
Though the seventeenth century produced few notable 
writers of realistic fiction , yet many new i deas arose which 
were to ~lter strikingly the pa ttern of the picaresque novel , 
~nd to i mpress its design more firmly upon the fabric of 
modern living . It wa s a time of religious an d political 
uphea va l , ~nd little attention was pa id to the developmen~ 
of its letters ; but the beg innin6 s of modern scientific, 
politica l and socia l movements affected the life of the 
time 1.n 1 influenced the trend of litera ry thought . 
These forces had arouse d a new intellectual curiosity 
in the uropean mind, n d an e :~.ger spirit of inquiry \fa s 
e v i ent in '3.11 branches of lea rning . Man became ~ware of the 
world 1.bout him, his own i nstitutions , an d the many 
complic a ted problems of existence , not on ly where he himself 
was conce rned but in so f ar a·s they affected his fellO'\'l-men 
as well. It \'la s in no sense of the word an humanitari a n 8..ge , 
but understandin"' of, and sympa t h y wi t h , the unfortuna te an d 
t he wre tche d would n 'J. tura lly follovt in the wa ke of t hese 
i mpulses t h"l t had c ause d men to question their own nature and 
envi ronment . 
I 
l 
The rising Purit~n middle-cla ss, composed mostl y of 
merch o:mts an d tra:iesmen, h ad become prosperous and powerful 
due to incre~sed commerci a l expansion; they, conscious of 
their new import ~nce in the political an d soci a l life of 
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En gland, an d possessed of a ri gid an d f an a tic sense of duty, 
e ~gerly a spired to stren3 then a nd better their position 
t h rough educa tion an d i mproved soci a l cond itions, and the:' 
sought their informa tion in the literature of the pe '"iod . 
Writers quickly responded to such a need and, awa re of 
I 
I 
II 
new liter~ry opportunities, now a imed, not only to enterta in, 
but to inform an d instruct the masses of the n a tion. From tha t I 
d a y to this, litera ry supply an d demand h a s been controlled, 1~ 
not b y the aristocra t an d scholar, but by t h e a verage middle-
c l~ss re~der; ~nd the mo dern novel, especi a lly desi gned for 
pre sentin ~ the factu~l a n d truthfu l regar d ing man 's life and 
his problems, began to s row a n d develop because of the soli d 
and subst~nti 3 1 foundation laid on mi ddle-cla ss sta n dards and 
p r e cep t s , the most influential of which, a t this time, being 
t h e conviction th ~t every soul wa s of equa l i mportance in the 
sight of 1od , that pleasure wa s not t h e chief end of man, that 
firm discipline an d austerity should g overn man's thou3ht a nd 
action--i de q s which persisted for centuries an d were c a rried by 
Pilgrim ~n1 Puritan to the Jew vorld . 
The novel wa s not yet thou;ht of as a naprative with the 
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c a refully-planned beg inning , mi ddle and end of a closely-knit 
plot, typica l of the modern production ; on t he contrary , 
writers simply poured out their stories for a re ading pub~ic 
keenly e ager for nevrs of any kind , deli tshting in descri ptlons 
of tra vel and newly- discovered lands and peoples , thrilled by 11 
t h e exciting lives of crimina l s and l a w-bre qkers , interested 
in biogr a phies of their fellow-men , an d in a ll works of manner~ 
an~ illora ls t hat might result in better economic conditions. 
Not the le ~st important of t he crea tors of a more 
re ~listic t ype of narra tive , is John Bunyan , t he tinker-
\ 
preacher of Puritan Engl and . He is regarded by some 
authorities a s the first proletarian author in English 
litera ture , but surely that credit should be given to Thomas 
Deloney , a contempora ry of Na she . It is surprising that 
Buny an crea ted not only the hero of the world ' s grea test 
spiritua l autobiogr a pny, but an anti -hero of a tale of ro0uery 
ante- dating Jefoe . In The Life and Death of Mr . Badman , he 
describes the t ravels of the ungodly through this worl d in 
contras t to Christian ' s pilgrimage to the Celesti ~l City . 
It is a rea listic life - story , from ch ildhood to death , of a 
t ype Bunyan himself often observed , for in his Preface he 
cla ims t ha t he built his tale upon events that had occurred 
"upon t he stq,ge of this world many times before mine e yes."l 
With i mmense power and reality , and in famili a r home-spun 
1 George Offor, editor, 1he ~of~ Bunyan, 
(Glasgow: Bla ckie and Son, 186i), p. 590. 
phrases, he harshly condemns the unscrupulous business 
methods of a shrewd, unprincipaled tradesman in the new 
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world of commerce. It is written in dialogue form, is alle-
gorical, and there is no suggestion of humor or entertainment; 
nevertheless, as a tale of the tricks and frauds of a rascal-
ly and unfeeling scoundrel, it shows unmistakably the pica-
resque influence. 
Following Bunyan, no tale of roguery significantly 
affected the literary, political or social tendencies of the 
time until the first decade of the eighteenth century, when, 
through the works of Daniel De Foe, the picaresque narrative 
began to gain prominence in the literary world, and it was 
due to this same author that realism was firmly established 
as one of the basic principles of the English novel. 
Besides his political, social and religious pamphlets, his 
criminal biographies, and his world famous Robinson Crusoe, 
he wrote a number of rogue stories, of which the most noted 
is r~ll Flanders, often referred to as the first sociological 
novel. All De Foe's writing was the direct result of his 
intense interest in the welfare of the nation and his 
Puritan conviction that vice should be punished and virtue 
rewarded. 
A natural reporter, direct, lucid, vigorous,he did not 
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hesitate to u s e every ima ginable device to g ive an ~ir of 
truth n d cre dibility to his n a rra tives. He introduce d 
d ocuments, m~ps an d cha rts to support his stories, b a sed 
t hem a ll on t h e lives of rea l people, many from the life of 
by means of 
London ~nd the Newgate Ca lendar, n d~minute ma tter-of f a ct 
deta ils crea ted tha t suspension of d isbelief which c auses t h e 
re ~der to a ccep t the t a le a s authentic. 
Holl Fl_gders is a rea listic descri p tion of t h e sordid 
cr im i na l cla ss, with a pica r 3. v1ho i s t h e center of all its 
a cti on, qs anti-heroine, suggested , no doubt, by La Pica r a 
~~stina of Ubeda . As in the Spanish p i c a res que t a le, 
s ympathy is a roused f or the chief character by rela ting t h e 
f qcts o f her birth in prison, a n d her mother's transporta t i on 
af ter a petty theft, when Moll, for a time, was c a red for by 
gyps i es vlh o l a ter deserted her. Defoe does not portra y h er 
a s n a tura lly e vil, for even a s a child she s h owed habits of 
i ndustry 9.n d a desire to be a gentlewoman. Se duced by the 
son of t h e woman who had befriende d her, a n d a ba ndoned by t h e 
man she mgrries, a fter many de p lorabl e adventures she con c l u des 
tha t neither manners nor piety nor virtue a re of any value in 11 
the society of the time if they a re not accompanied by wealth. 
iihereupon she poses a s a rich wi~ow, only to discover tha t t h e 
m~n s h e marries is nothi n g but a hi3hwa yman, anJ , l ike herself, 
seek s a secure and comfortable liy;in g through marriage. 1-lol l 
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left practically destitute an d starving--conditions tha t echo 
I 
those surrounding the sixteenty-century, Spanish pica ro--
begins a life of thieving . For some time she escapes the l aw 
through tricks a nd disguises , but is caught and sentenced to 
de a th. Defoe gr aphica lly describes the filth and corruption 
of Newgate prison where Moll and her robber husband are 
reunited. Ivioll' s sentence is c,ommuted and she is transported 
to Virginia a. s a bond slave. There, with her husband who 
wa s persuaded to a ccompany her, throu gh industry and thrift 
she becomes prosperous , and in her latter yea rs returns to \ 
England, where in ease and plenty , and duly repentant , of cours 
t hey live happily ever after . The author, ever a i min0 to wa rn 
and inform , condemns all vice and rewar ds a ll virtue , but holds 
out to the crimina l the hope tha t through sobriety, fortitude 
and perseverance , respect~bility and contentment may be 
a ttaine d ; and t here is a further a ttempt to counteract the 
evil effects of t a les tha t present the highrrayman and crimina l 
as heroes, and f ail to point out the seriousness of wrong - doing 
Incidents and action provi de the main interest, but 
there is 3.lso a definite a ttempt a t character analysis . T~oll 
displays traits of shrewdness and cunning , and while she seems, 
li ke Roxan a , to l a ck al l maternal instinct she showed , on 
occasions, a genuine affection and tenderness for her 
Lancashire husband . Defoe, obviously sympa thizing wi th her, 
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presents her as a victim of circums t ances ; and , a nev1 
departure in fiction, reveals a n understanding of the mind 
and emotions of such a woman , trampled upon by a hostile 
society an d wholly unfitted to earn a decent living . 
Defoe tells his story in a n easy a nd natural manner , 
with continuous a n d minute noting of d eta ils and with no 
so a rin g of the imagination . There a re no high l y emotional 
moments , but he is entirely practical and prosaic from 
beginning to end . The need of educ a tion in order t hat such 
indivi du a ls may not become a burden to society an d that they 
may secure some measure of h appiness in t h i s world, the 
wretchednes s of the lO\"ler cl asses , t he evil an d corruption in 
the management of institutions , the injustices of t h e law- - all 
cry out for reform . 
Cant ain Qingleton , published in 1 720 , is ranked among 
the best of the pi caresque romances . The story begin s wi t,h 
vivid a n d realistic descriptions of the London slums and the 
kidnapping of the anti - hero as a child , his life a:nong beggars 
and t h ieves , a n d his later piratical experiences at se a . 
The most memorable pa rts of the story are Defoe ' s surprisingly 
a uthentic a ccount of the pica ro's travels a cross the continent 
of ~ fric a and the unexplored reg ions about the Nile ; the 
a.uthor 1 s imaginative mapping and charting of the country and 
his insertion of specific deta ils have as tonished geog raphers 
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by their accuracy . But of primary importance , and a further 
step in the pro ~ress of fiction, is his excellent portrait of 
1uaker William , who possessed a dry sense of humor and a most 
convenient code of morals , for thou h he would never act as a 
II pirate hi self, he v1as most valuable and useful in suggesting 
ways qnd means for the rest of the crew to perform in th~t 
role. It is eviJ.ent thB.t Defoe ' s skill in character J.ra.\ving 
1 developed as he continued to write his novels . 
Roxana and Colonel Jack ~re of less importance from the 
pic8 res que :~.n le than the two novels consi dered aoove . In 
the former, for the service of masters , ~foe substitutes a 
II series of lovers again , and he h a s made his anti -heroine so 
unappealin 'lS a vToman-- for she does not riisplay any of the 
\vi t anr1 satirical humor of the Sp:m ish pi c 'lras - -that her 
deceptions nd in:iecencies , her greed md lack of ll affection 1 
I 
even for her children , leave the reader not only unmoved but 
repelled . 
The author's handling of the problem of love is far 
different from the marriage - for - profit method of the Spanish 
writers . Though Rox'lna ' s real motives for her oft - repeated 
affairs are always those of avarice ~nd covetousness , he had 
pre sen ted I'4oll as an innocent , selfless and wholly - devoted 
young girl vThen she met, loved and was ruined by the son of her 
protector; anl much later in the story , even when she was 
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disillusioned, she seemed truly anxious regarding 
the safety of her adventurer husband ~n~ e~ger for their 
m1.rriR.ge to continue . 
In spite of the recent disclosure of a possible 
hypocritical vein in the work and thoupt of ~efoe , he seems 
II 
seriously and solemnly concerned ~bout the evil of prostitutio ' 
so prev,.,lent in the society of th9.t time, "'.nJ he a .[)pe"'rs 
perfectly sincere in his vrarnings in connection wih its 
3VOid~nce and suggestions for its correction. 
There are , in several passages of Colonel Jack, written 
in 1722 , touches of pathos and sympathy for the homeless , 
friendless waifs who swarmed the Lon on streets. In the 
par~~raphs which describe Jack ~s a beggar-boy , sleeping in 
the ~shes of the glass-house and weeping over the loss of the 
gold he had secured as a pi ck-pocket, c an be plainly seen the 
fore-shQdowings of the psychological , characteristi c of the 
novel of the next century . 
_·rore original and more in the modern demo cratic temper , 
'I 
however , are his alventures as overseer on a plantation bt 
Virgini~ , where he had been t aken after bein.::; kidnapped and 
sold as a sl.,ve , a not unusual occurrence in the Engl and of 
that ti~e . )efoe herem kes , a century before slgvery is 
abolished , q, poignant plea for humane treatment of negroes: 
The horsewhip was given to me to correct 
and l9.sh the l~ves 8n "'erv"~n ts, vrhe they 
prove~ ne3li~ent or qugrrels~ne , or in s~ort 
w·~e ~uilty of ~1r offe~· e. ~is pqrt turnea 
th""' very blood ·li thin my veins, anr'i I, \iho was 
but yesterday 'l serv2nt or slave like the::~ , and 
under the authority of the same lash , shoulu 
lift uo my h8.n l to the cruel worlr, which \vas 
'TIV terror but the 'lY before . This, I sav, I 
co111 not do ... ~entle US 0 0 e ~nd lenity had a 
trous"'.n1 times more influence up on them, to ma!{e 
then diligent, th an all the blows and ki c Ks , 
whipryi~ss 'lni other tortures could have, which 
they h1:d been use 1. to. . . . It a)peare1 that 
negroes were to be reasoQ,d into thin3s as well 
:ts other people , an l it w<3.s "OY th.1s mana in2; 
their reason , that most of the work was done ... . 
I have d•·Jelt the longer upon it, that, if 
possible, posterity might be persuaded to try 
gentler methods vrith those miserable cre9.tures, 
ann to use them with huma.ni ty . 2 
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It c an readily be seen that Defoe continued the pioneer 
worlc of the l!:lizabethan , 1\Tashe . Thou_jl he did not stress 
scene or set tin _; , he excelled in the use of meti c ulously 
observed de tails--handed dovm from the Spanish tales- -to give 
the appearance of re~lity to all his stories of low life . 
In ~211 Fl~n~~~~, at least , the unity of his plot is 
s tren:5thene1 by the c'rJarac ter of the pi car a , ani a more 
carefully planned structure may be seen, showing: 
2 Daniel Defoe, Life of Colonel Jack (Boston:J.StUlmanSmith 
a n d Co., 189l)pp.l97~• · 
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the decline of a soul from inn bcence to 
knov-lledge , temptation, a n d sin, a.1.d then 
its rise, by virtue of repenta nce from distres s 
through honesty to prosperity ~nd c alm .3 
Several of his chqracters are cle qrly outlined , ~ni he en~bles 
t he reader to see into t 1 e mind, o,n l to understand t he 
e motions qnd consciences, of both -oll a nd the child JacK . 
Though Roxana is not satisfactorily motivated , it has 
a more compli c a ted p lot tha n any other English p ic 'l.res que 
t ale p r evious t o Defoe . 
For these re a sons the m .jority of c~itics re gard Defoe 
as t he foun der of t h e mod ern English ·novel, and one o ~ t he 
most im portant of En s lish writers . He consta ntly used his pen 
and h is bros.d qn d practical fund of kn owle dge to f urther in 
every way the interests of t h e lower a nd mi ddle cl a sses, and 
as their spokesman, to r a ise and improve t h eir standards of 
livin 6 • His purpose in a ll his work s, whether political, 
religious or social, wa s to serve a s well a s please; a n d 
t herefore his pi care sque n o vels, which are here considered 
oortic ulo rl ~r , brought about c han;.,. es in every depa rtment of 
n 'l tion ql life , from the pavine') and li ;h tin:; of the streets 
to lessen crime, to the p rotection of the inma tes of public 
institutions . ~e wa s above all reformer , an·i. tbro ..1gh his 
efforts, mode rn civili z a tion mqde definite ani pArmanent 
stri 1es forw"lr1 . 
Some twent y - five years l gter, Henry Fieldin·· strove to 
3Fra nk Wadleigh Chandler, T~e Literature Q! Roguery 
(Boston; Houghton; Mifflin and Co.,l907),II,289. 
jl 
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arouse more completely the English people ' s c onscience , which 
had already been stirred by Defoe , to an aw~reness of the 
depravity ~ni corruption in both private and publi c lifo . The 
eA.rlier 'Wthor had solemnly presented his evidence by means of 
facts qn1 figures , but ielding ~ttac ked vice , hypocrisy , 
shams ~nd oretensions with the weapon of ridicule and satire , 
1 for he meintained that , ri Jhtly appliel , they would prove 
' powerful corrective instruments . to bring about moral and 
judici~l reforms , and to abolish the vils ~nd injustices he , 
11 hi::nself , h d so often ob..,erved in prison system ani cri..1inal 
courts . 
In ~ose2Q .\ndre'l'rs , Tom Jones qnJ _Ameli~ , his three 
lon3est novels , there is much picaresque m~terial-- characters 
of low b inth, adventures on the highway , scenes in st~ge -coach , 
inn and priso:1 , tricks and '·navery , humor , ~nd S"ltire directed 
at both upper q d lower classes ,-society , the clergy , country 
gentry , inn- keepers and rogues ; and through it qll a laughlng, 
R8.bel.,isi n indul::>ence tewar d a l l man's weakne s s an d s l ips fro::n 
virtue. 
Field.in produced two other '\'forks that were 'l'lri tten 
more in the picaresque ma.nner , the Journ~ .[rom this i{Q!:,ld to 
the Next and The ~ife of the Late Hr . Jonathan 11Vild the Qrea~ . 
The author was thorou,.,hly a c quain t s with the ancient humurists 
. I ~nd satirists , ~ristophanes and Luc ian , and tbe Journey shows 
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clear evidence of the influence of 4he latter ' s Dialogues of 
the ]eaQ . and , possibly , of a t a le written in 1683 by the 
Frenchman, Fontenelle, or of the ~ourney to t he Ot~er ~or·_Q, 
1743 , by his fell ow countryman , Ca r dinal Fleury . Fielding , 
like Enriquez 3-omez in 1644, uses the Pythagorean doctrine of 
tran s mi g ration of souls a s a means of presenting a n d satirizing 
various r anks and professions. The soul , af ter a rriving in the 
af ter- world , hears Julian the Apostate, Roman Emperor and son 
of Constantine the ~re at , relate his experiences a s he revisits 
the earth time af ter time. DurinG his life he had tried to 
re-establi sh pa~ani sm , had tried again and again to destroy 
Christi qnity and had published an edict t hat the name of 
·Christian should be abolishe d ; so he is punished by M: inos, 
one of the judges in Hades , who , when alive , was famed as a 
wise l aw - giver an j strict lover of justice, by being cons·:. :mtly 
reborn . His earth- adventures a re rogu ish and, like the picaro , 
he continuously deceives and dupes, as slave , monk , beggar, 
king , statesman , alde~an , s oldier; through these a nd numerous 
oth er reinc a rnations, he expiates his sin an d , finall y , a s 
Bishop Latimer , is redeeme d . 
In Jonat han Wild , the biography of an a ctual scoundrel 
of the underworld of London , Fie ll in g burlesques and satirizes 
the would- be great , heroi c romanc es , and certain pamphlets 
which exa 1 ted c rime an d the wrong- ioer , an d showed no regard 
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for law and order . He a using l y s ketches ~ild ' s ancestral 
tree, describes his birth , prep::1ration and training by Count 
1::1 Ruse for his life of Greatness , his seven-year grand tour, 
(exportation to the penal colony in .merica); his return to 
England, where h i s qu a lities as a Great Han are recognized by 
the underworld and where he forms his gang' his courtship 
anl mArriage to Laetitia , daughter of Geoffrey Snap the Bailiff, 
-- ~ll q s carefully arr nged as if they 1vere members of the 
nobility-- and then his public career !'allowed by his do1mfall 
s.nd execu t ion . 
Throushout the stc'iry , the term '!.rea.t ~iran is constantly 
applied to an~ one Nho shows excessive _Jri 1, , L1solence 9.L1.:l love 
of ~Jovwr , the hJ:;?Ocri tical who would sac rif;L ce anything 8..nd 
a ny one to gain his end;-in short a Jonathan Wild . His name , 
through countless dis cussions and controversies , had become a 
symbol of evil and cruelty , and as such was often used by 
members of political p a r t ies to illustrate traits and 
characteristics in their opponents . Therefore , when the 
Opposition Party in British politics required defamatory 
rna terial to attack the policies of Sir Robert vlalpole- - and 
Fielding would naturally have joined in any such attack as his 
comedies had bean driven from the English stage by the recent 
Licensing Act - -this comparison was immediately seized upon and 
used . The villain and politician , the common robber and 
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g r af ter, who defrauds , betrays an d destroys his opponents 
were placed side by side, a nd little d i f ference could. be seen 
bet,.,reen them. To 'l<' ie ldi ng , from a moral standpoint, the 
p1.laces of t he g rea t a nd Ne;,.,rga te were simila r structures, for 
scound rels dwelt in both; a n d the sta tesm 1.n a n d picaro \V"ere 
unli ke only in station a n d opportunities, a n oft-repea te d 
belief in picaresque fiction . 
Fielding despised ambitious p oliticia ns; he hated 
conquerors a n i tyrants; to him they were nothing but robbers 
and mur derers who exploited the masses, and he wrote to expose 
t h e real characters of rog ues in hi3h p l a ces. He showe d deep 
con cern t h at those appointed to public office should not be 
greedy for power but honest , upright leaders with a high sense 
of du ty an d. a self -sa crific ing love of country and of humanity, 
and throuGh this political aim and pur pose a new use of p icar-
esque ma teri a l wa s made. 
It could be a r gued ,., i th much justification , t hat had 
Tobia s Smollett not written _Boderick Ran d om, Admiral Nelson 
mi ght never have won the decisi~e b a ttles of the Nile and 
Tra f algar Bay , an d the whole course of EuroD8an history might 
h ave been a ltere d ; for it is general ly admitted t hat Smollett' 
s a vag e indictment of n a va l a ff a irs, the mis - management , g r af t 
a n d cruelty which he wi tnesse d a t Ca rt 1.gena , durin g t he wa r 
with Spain (1740-1743 ), aroused public indi 3nation to such 
II 
I 
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an extent that investigation qnd correction o~ such evils 
resulted , ~=md. the navy of England became the efficient and 
povrerfully organized ms.chine which was , in a large me:1sure , the 
instrument of rapoleon ' s defeat . Chandler h~s summarized 
Smollett 's chs.pters o~ the c ampaign in the followin 6 gra9hic 
manner : 
Life afloqt proves a roun d of horrors , what 
with bad quarters , nqJseating food , a brute for 
surgeon , a bully for midshipman , and a devil for 
captain . The sick are treated ,,vi thout humanity . 
The dropsical qre sent to the shrouds , 
consumptives to the pumps, and when ~ack R~ttlin 
falls from the ya rds and breaks his leg , Jr . 
I-iacshane C9.n be preven ted from amputating it onJ_y 
at the pistol 's point . Roderic k himself is stapled 
to the ieck and kept there during an engagement; 
kind-he~rted Thomson leaps overboard crazed by 
i ll-trea t::nent ; the chapl<J.in goes mad from drink ; 
and onlv proud Horgan the ',lelshman , \vho owes not 
a little to Shakesueare ' s Fluellen , c an lighte~ 
this picture of the En3lish navy at its worst . 
That reforms WO 'lld h:o.vc been brought about by Smollett ' s vivid 
description of these actual details of this expedition , 1.nd 
that he had~ specific purpose _n recording them,co~not be 
doubted . 
Smollett was s. Spanish scholor of some ability , for he 
h'l.d transl1.ted Don 9,uixote into English . He openly ... eclared 
his intention of writin · a picaresque novel , and of molelling 
4 rbid . 11, 310 . 
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it on LeSage's Gil Bl a s, which it will be reme mbered wa s 
-----
indeb ted to a number of the Spanish p ica resque a uthors ; but 
Smollett a sserts that t h e French wr i te r r e l a ted t he life an d 
expe riences of h is rogue hero with too little i ndi gna tion 
for the fo llies an d vices he witnesse d , a nd h e announ ces t h a t 
h is v1ork will an grily a tta ck evil an d de p r a v i ty whenever they 
are encounte r ed . The t ~le is bitter a n i c a usti c in it s satire 
of bo t h the Engli sh ;::m 1 Europe ·J.n scene ~ its P,tt ,,,c Ls on the 
shame an d pretensions of Lon d on coffee - house soci e ty an d t h e 
unscrupu lous method s of n a val offici a ls a re violent a n d rough; 
but t he selfish , cruel, d isloya l na ture and kna ve r y of h is 
an t i -hero a,r e not so much con demne d a s they a re indulge d a nd 
admi r ed , an d he i s han d somely rewa r de d a t t h e end of t h e 
story with t h e han d of the wea lthy and beautifu l Narci s s a 
and h is newly - fo un d d istingu ished f a t h er , Don Anton io . 
Smollett contri buted not on l y a n entirely new f i el~ of 
mat e ri a l to Eng li sh fiction in p roduc i n s the first En6li sh 
novel of t he sea, wi t h a s a ilor rog ue a s a nti-hero , bu t h e 
a l s o cre =t te d a wh ole set of wh i msica l a n d s a lt y ind i vidu a ls-
g enuine British t a r s -ea ch wi t h his own ind i vi dua l s peech , 
a ction and manner , , rh o h a ve been popu l a r mo dels for character 
portray ~l s ever since. Dic kens ' va st gallery of pictures of 
o dd ~n d eccentric types would never h a ve been d r a wn with out 
t he inspira ti on of Smollett . 
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He wrote several other pic a resque stories , Peregrine 
P ickle , Ferdina n d , Count Fa t b om a n d The HistorY anQ Adve~tures 
of An Ato~ . The first of t h ese t hree was closely i mita tive of 
Ro de r ick R~ndom , a n d ~dded nothin g furth er of a literary 
va l u e to the pi c a resque genre . The a nti - hero of t h e second 
work becomes more of a villa in than a p i c a ro; a n d t h o ugh his 
long c 'areer of wi c kedness a n d c rime is duly repented of , his 
sudden conversion from such a scoundrelly type to a mo del 
husban d and l oya l friend , is not readily a ccep ted . The work 
is of some i mporta n ce , however , in t he g rowth of fiction , for 
i n one of the closing ch apters , a t t h e tomb of Monimi a , t here 
a re f ore-shadowin g s of t h e g loom, terror a nd superna turalism 
which a re soon to becloud and obscure t h e events of t h e Gothic 
novel . The Ad ventures of An Atom fol lows the p l an of '1-omez ' 
I §ig lo Pit ~g\ orico , an d shows t h e influenc e of Field ing ' s 
Journey from This }i.Qrld to t h e Next . The re is much s a tire of 
contempora ry politica l fi gures a n d many s a vage a t t a cks upon t h e 
persona l enemi es of t h e author . 
Smollett wa s t h e most influenti a l write r of p icaresque 
fiction in En gland , an d he wa s f ollowe d b y a long line of 
i mi t a tors , t h e mo s t famous of whorl vms Frederick i'-Iarrya t . 
His n a utica l incidents, his unique and original s a lty 
char a cters , an d his furious condemn a tion of the n a va l adrn inis -
tra tion of te e time l'th ich resulted in reforms , a re 
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contributions of immense value both in the na tion al an ti the 
li ter !'l~ry scene . 
During the ei Ghteenth century , there a rose in Eng l an d 
a new interest in soci a l snd politica l problems , due 
pr i ncipally to t h e French ~nd Americ an r evol ution s , and man y 
writers included in their works discussion s of , and argume nts 
for, t he ri 3hts of man . The outstan din0 fi gure in this 
move11en t wqs \/illiam 1-odwin , -.:.vh o co ns t antly emph a sized the 
importance of t he novel a s a medium through wh ich t h e voice 
of t h e reformer coul re 9.ch the public e a r an d thus abolish 
soci ~l wrongs and injustices; for a s a means of a ppeal to 
pub lic opinion it h ad d i s plqced t h e dr ama an d t he sermon , 
an d mi ght 8.ffect many who would ne ver be moved by dull tra ct 
or dry P"'1lphlet . 
Thin " S !\s They A.re , or The 1\.dven ture s of C CJ,le~ \V'illi ams, 
the only one of his works reme, bered a nd rea d by most rea~ers 
of t he tvTentieth century , thou0 h not en tirely of t h e Spanish 
p<t ttern , maltes use of man y pica resque inci dents and char acters. 
vlhen \'lilli ams is suffering in j a il for a t r eft which he 
did not commit , t h e author t a ke s 9.dv<m t age of t h e opportunity 
to 'l tta ck t he bruta lity an d injustice of the En _;lish pen a l 
s ystem i n these pa ssiona tely in di ~n~nt phra ses : 
Thank 1-od , excla i ms the Englishm8n, we h ave no 
Bastille ~ Thank 1-od , vii th us no m"ln can be punished 
wi t hout a crime ! Unthinking wretch ~ Is th a t a 
country of liberty where thousands lan~uish in 
dun geons an i fetters? 1-o , go , i gnorant fool ! 
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and visit the scenes of our prisons ~ witness thei:• 
un1holesomeness , their filth , the tyranny of their 
governors, the misery of their inmates ! After that 
show me the m~n shameless enou~ to triumph , and 
s?..y , England has no B'lstille ! Is there any ch?..r ·e 
so frivolous upon which men are not consigned to 
these detested abodes? Is there any villainy that 
is not practiced by justices and prosecutors?5 
Concernin~ class distinction Forester asserts : 
He saw no reason why q, peas'3.nt , with cert .' L 
advantages of educ?..tion and opportuni~y, might not 
be as eligible a c ompAnion as a lord . 
In tbe words of Raymond , the leader of the gang of thieves, 
v1ho befriends Caleb , the picaro is heard again : 
We v1ho are thieves without a license, are at 
open war with another set of men , who are thieves 
'lccordin to law . 7 
With an ardent belief in personal liberty of every sort, 
and a hatred of bondage of all kind s, God\"'in combi'les his 
ide as of social reform \"'i th riescriptions of prison escapes, 
many disguises , the A.ctions of a. band of thieves a.nd their 
hide-out--\all accordinG to the Spanish formul a - a most 
important use of the picaresque scheme and material . Though 
ma ny of his theories \vere considered impr3.cticable , his 
corrective themes s t a n d out clearly as the wisdom and common-
sense of a more progressive and democr~tic age . Throush his 
5"ililliam Godwin , Things As They s\re , Or The ' dventures 
of Caleb Williams . (Londo'l : 1- . '1- . an d J . Robinson , 1~96) 2 : 215-
6 . 
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works v~luable lessons were learned , abuses remedi ed , t h e 
individu ~ l developed an d society adva n c ed . 
Thougb Thqc ker y indignantly a ttacked Bulwer-Lytton 
for presentin~ the criminal a s ~ victim of s oci ~l con di tions 
an t he injustices of the law , yet Ly tton ' s most inportant 
pi c are s que novel , P-.ul Clifford , brought about direct reforms 
in the pen1.l cod e of nineteenth - century En_;la!"ld . The nunb er 
of crimes punishable by death wa s re duced an d prison 
con r i tions t-rere n oticeabl"\ imoroved . Of more strikinrr an1 l 
perm.qnent value , however , \'la s its influence upon :Jickens , who , 
l ~ter , in ~11 his works made use of picaresque elements for 
humanitari~n pu rposes . 
~s 0~dwin ' s suc c essor , t he quthor c andidly admits tha t 
his a im is to d r a w a ttention to those offenders against t h e 
l qw wh o q_ re born into vice and misery , tra ined in evil and 
schoole in prisons ; an d in the Prefac e to this novel he 
condemns a society which makes no dis tinc tion between the 
vicious ~.nd the unfortunate in t h e following passage : 
i·le see masses of our fellow - cre 1.tures -- the 
victims of c ircumstanc es over which they have no 
control--contamina ted in infancy ... a child ~hose 
schoolmaster is tl:e felon , whose a cademy is the 
house of c orrectio~ , who brea thes an a tmo sphere 
in which virtue is poisoned , to which reli g ion 
does not pierce , b ecomes less a responsible and 
reas oning human being v· an a wild beast which v1e 
suffer to rang e in the wil derness , till it p rowls 
nea r our h omes , R.nd \~e kill it in self - 'lefence .... 
t h e novel of Pau!_Qlift2rd is a loud cry to soc ie ty 
9 3 
to amend the circumstance- -to redeem the victim . 8 
Paul Clifford , of unknown parentage , spent h is early 
childhood in the slums of London . Tau0ht to r ead , he 
d eveloped a deep a ffection for the h istory of Richard Turpin, 
and he longed to "seek his fortunes a lone, after the mannur 
of the ingenious Gil Bla.s , or the enterprisin __, Ro derick 
Random. 11 9 After being convi c ted for a, theft of lJIThich he was 
innocent , he is easily enticed b y the persuasive ~gustus 
Tomlinson , with whom he escapes from prison, to join the 
me rry compa ny of highwaymen who frequent Gentleman Geor 0 e 1 s 
tavern . Paul becomes leader of the band , a n d for a number of 
years thev rob and plunder , yet always manage to evade the 
clutches of the law by using their Turpinesque hide-out , Red 
Cs. ve . One exciting adventure follows rapi d ly upon another , 
"" and Thac~ray ' s indignation is understandable when he condemns 
those authors who portrayed rogues and their deeds in such a 
thrilling and appe a ling manner that the English youth wero 
likely to be led into a life of crime , and the safety of t h e 
nation thereby threa tened . \'!:hat youth of adventurous spirit 
would not be intrigued by such descriptions a s these? 
The c aptain mounted his steed , and the three 
confederates , bounding in gallant style over the 
8Edward Bulwer- Lytton , Paul Clifford , (Boston : Little , 
3 rown, and Co ., 1893) 1 : lX-X. 
9rbid . 1 : 43 
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hedge through which they h a d previously g a ined t h e 
ro·d. , gg"lloped off in the same d irect ion tbe y h a d come : 
the moon ever a nd anon brin g inG into li ght their 
flyin g fi ures , g"n d the sound of ma ny a joyous 
peal of l a u ghter ring!Bg through the d istance 
a long the frosty a ir . 
~s the trees r ap i d l y d isapp ea red behind the m, 
the ri ders entered , a t ~ hand - gallop , on a broed 
tra ct o f W9Stc l an i interspersed with d ike s ~nd 
oc c "~ Si 0'1"l lly f e nces of hurd les , over which their 
horses boun ed like quadrupeds well a ccustomed to 
such exploits . 
Certainly ~t that moment , wha t with the fresh 
a ir , t h e fitful moonli 6 ht nm-r greakin ~ bro~.dly out , 
now lost in a rollin g cloud , the exc iting exercise , 
an -J. th:=~.t racy a n d danci ng stir of the blood , vlhich 
a ll a ction , \-Th e t her evil or noble in its n ::=1. ture , 
r a ises i n our veins ; v1h·1.t with a ll this , v1e 
c ~nnot but a llo v-1 the f a scin "'. tion of that l a vlless 
life ,--a f a sc i nation so grea t th~t one o f t h e most 
noted ~ntlemen hi ·9hwa~en of the day , one , too, 
who h ad re c eived an exc ellent e duc ~tion , ~ '1 i mixe d 
in no inferior soc iety , is rep orted to h a ve sai d , 
v1hen t h e rope wa s about his neck , a nd the good 
ord inary was exhort ing h i m to repent of hi s ill -
spent life , 11 Ill - s pent , you o ~ G'lcl ~ 11 (smac::ing 
b i s lip s)-- 11 it \va s deliciou s ! 11 1 
Ag ust us Tomlinson ' s farewell to London (2 : 211) 
s a t i rizes Rnd a rrai gns a ll cla sses , a ll institution s , a ll 
trades ~ nd professions , ~ nd t h e l a ws wh ich would tr ~n sport and 
h'Tn g such witty rogues a s he . 
P .ul , c a"p tured wh en h e a ttempts t o rescue s ome of his 
co~pan i ons , is brought before Jud 0e Br an don , wh o had been the 
c a use of his first imp risonment a n d is n ow p roved to b e his 
I f a ther . Durin3 Paul ' s defence to the jury , Bulwer Lytton 
I' 
10 Io1d . 1~185. 
11Ibid . 1 : 178. 
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again s s a ils existing so c ial conditions in an attempt to arouse 
sympat~y for the unfortunate . 
y lord , it was t he turn of a straw shich 
m'=tde me ~That I am . Seven years ago I was sen t 
to the Fouse of Corre c tion for an offen ce i·Thich I 
did not commit ; I went thither , a boy who had never 
infrin0 ed a sin:le la~T ,-- I came forth , in a few 
weeks , B man who was prepared to bre k all lav1s ! 
·;hence ca.me this change? - -was it my fault , or 
that of my condemners? You h.:l.d first wronc;ed me 
by a punishment Which I did not deserve ,--you 
wron ·ed me ye t more deeply , \'/hen (even had I been 
guilty of the first offenc e) I was sentenced to 
herd with hardened offenders , and 3r~duates in 
vice and vice ' s methols of support . The L=~Hs 
themselves c ::J.used me to break the laws ; first , 
by impl·mtin~ \vithin me the :-:;oadi g sense of 
injustice; secondly , by submitting me to the 
corr~ption of example . Thus , I repeat ,--and I 
trust my words will sink solemnly into the hearts 
of "l.ll present ,--your le 3islRtion made me wha t 
I ''tm ~ g,n ·i it novT des_:troys me , ~it has ,3estroye_£ 
thoJsqnds , for being ~h~t it made mel~ 
Lytton claimed that "a vicious prison- discipline and a 
S"~nguinJ.ry criminal code 11 13 do not prev ent crime at g.ll , but 
really help to turn out criminals; tha t he vias correct il" this 
contention was fully proved five ye "~ rs later by parli~nent9.ry 
investigatio'1 . 
Inspired by the vi c tories of the British navy during 
the Napoleonic '•hrs , "ti'rederi c k Ivfarryg_ t , '1 prolific \'lri ter of 
picqresque stories , and disciple of b.nollett , used adventures 
and life ~t se~ AS his princ ipql theme , ~nd openlJ expressed 
l_ 
12Ibi rl . 2 
13Ibid . 1 
242 - 243 
Pref'lce to the Edition of 1840 , p . VII . 
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his criticisms of certain i njustices in the n ava l service , a s . 
well a s n i mmense pride in its renovmed lea ders . Ha.ll a n ti 
~lbion , the h istoriAns , wrote of En g l a n d ' s n a vy of th~t period : 
The roy ~ l n a vy bloc~e l a ll those ( N~pole on ' a) 
a ttempts: yet t hqt s a me n a vy wa s seethinG with ~uti ny 
in 1797 . The s a ilors h a leg itima te 6riev«.nces . 1~8.ny 
of them were t here :;.gainst the i r will, t h eir pa y wa s 
di sg r gcefully l ow, "' n d even t ha t WR s badl y in .1 rrea rs . 
They v1ere s ubjec t , moreover , to an iron di s cipline , 
so11e t i mes "l_e ::;enera tin j into tyrann y , which a few 
ye a rs before hqd. le to qn i s olqte d c a se of mutin y 
on the Bou~ty in the South Se .s . :Tow mutiny became 
epid emiV 
r~Ia rry a t h ad served a t sea , a n i he vi g orously r esented the 
insu lts , d i s c ourtesy a n d bruta li t y shown by superior officers 
to those un l er t h em. Like Smolle.t t, he a i me d to correct ~uhe 
evils h e saw a bout h im , but he d id so in a less violent manner : 
In our n aval novels , we have often pointed 
out t h e errors \'lh _ch h a ve existed , r-> n J. still do 
exist , in 8, service which is a.n honor to its 
country ; for wh at institution is there on eart h 
tha t is perfec t , or into ~hi ch , if it once wa s 
perfec t , abuses wi l l not creep? ... To prove tha t 
we are correc t in c? ssertin 0 tha t "tre have done g o od , 
we vlill , out of seve r al , state one si·1·le c -:.se . 
In the ~1~ Own , a capta in , wr en requeste d 
to punish a qn instanter for '1. fault committed , 
r eplies tha t he n nver ha s qn ' never will punish 
a mgn until twenty- four hours "t f t er the offense , 
tl1'l. t he mqy not be induced to a w9.rd a severer 
punishment than i n his cooler moments he mi ·ht 
think commensura te -- •m i. t ha t he v1ished t hat tre 
Adnira lty would g ive a n order to t ha t e f fect. 
l 4Vl, 1 ter Phelps Ball , a n d F.ober t l-reenh algh Albion 
A ? is to~ of En3l end an d the Bri t ish ~~pire ( Bos t on : G:n.nn 
a nd Coop8ny-1937 ) , p . -sbO---
•-
Some time a fter the publication of that work , 
the order was g iven by the dmiral ty , f o rbi dding 
the Punishment until a c ert ain time h ad el ~psed 
after the offense , an d we had t h e plea sure of 
knowing from the First Lord of the Admira lty of 
the time , tha t it was in c onsequence of t h e 
suggesti.on in the novel .... 'tie have not forg otten 
how our young blood h'J.S boiled wh en wan ton , 
r e ckless and c ruel torture h a s been heaped upon 
our feelin g s , merely be c ause , a s a ju ior officer 
we were no t in a position to ret a lia te or even to 
rep l y .l5 
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In his sea - t a les , :1arrya t displays f a r g re2. ter litera ry 
ability in constructing an interesting , l o g ical . and unifi o d 
typ e of picaresque fiction than an y of his predecessors . He 
ar 0 ued t ha t the novel should not only amuse .)u t instruct ; t hat 
i n form<J,tion a n d lessons in morality s b o'J l d be i mp8.rted. 
entertainin~ly , for a purely moral t a le is) by t h e majority , 
c ons i1ered dull ; tha t evil s an d errors can be corrected a s 
often b 7 a n :::tmusing an d s :1tiric presentation a s by sermons . 
His best- knovm nove 1 , i'..fi d shipman ~asy , foll ov.rs his 
usua l pa ttern -- t h e life , f r om birth to m :1rriac;e , of a n 
unman age :::tble y outh ; his schoo l experiences ; when he r ap i d l y 
lea rns th a t he must defend himself b y means of both wits and 
fists ; a d ventures a t sea , a s c adet or ensign , wh en this 
neces s ity is further emph a sized , an d where he e ve n t ually \rins 
p romotion an d s ucce ss , very often throu g h ly~ ng , crq,ft a nd 
1 5ca pta in Marrya t , Hr . fi.Ii d shi pman Ea sy , (New York: J . ~ . 
S e ars ~ Company , 1928 ), pp . 198 - 200 . 
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trickery . There is much rough humor in the incidents 
described , a lthouth the author stresses the courage , loyalty 
~nd f o r titude of t he usua lly unfeelin~ and knavish hero . 
The author _;ibes moc kin , ly at the i 'iea of s oci c:t l 
e quali ty , concern i n _; which J a c k T:i'9.sy a n d h is f a t her a r c.)ue 
i nces s antly ; but J a ck , wh en he takes possession of his own 
l Pn ds qn property , concludes tha t the theory has been much 
over - r '=' ted , "l.n l he agrees with his servant -!es t "y vTho , vThen 
p l P., ce d in a position of au t hority , admits he has a quite 
different opinion reg"'.r 1 i n r: t he equa lity of a ll mankind , 11 l'T ow 
da t I ship 1 s c orpora l 'J nd hab cane , I tink so no lon e5er . ul6 
ll~ny of Marry8t 1 s cha racters a re strongly individua lized 1 
t he whiill s i c a l and a r gumentative Nicodemus Eas y is as unique a J 
type a s Sterne 1 s ·.la l ter Shan dy ; an :l Vi s ors , t h e sh i p ' s bu lly , 
II Easth .lpp, t he hou t- an d- h out r adica l , a nd the Oxbellys a re a s 
ori3inal as .nany of :Ji c l{ens' Lon don f i 0 ures . 
In 8nother pi c a resque tale , ~2Ehet I n Sea rch of ~ f9. the£ 
Mqrry qt points out the poss i bility of error in tri ~l by j ur y . 
J aphet , arreste d when h e went to t he a ssi s t ~nce of a party who 
hn been 9. tta c ke d an "l robbed , i s a ccu s e .i of t he c rim e an d 
con vi c ted . l ot until sentence of de a th i s passed does Og le , 
on e of the qctua l a ssa ilqnts , confess : 
My lor-:1 , I've some thin :; r 'l t her i mportant to say . 
----- ----
16Ibid . p . 255 
Why I did not s ay it before , you sha ll hear. 
You a re a judge , to condemn the guilty a nd 
release the innocent . \'le a re tol d that there 
is no tri a l like n.En3lish jury , but this I 
s ay , th a t many a man is hung for wh e.. t he never 
h a s been guilty of . You have con1emned tha t 
poor young m~n to de a th . I could have prevented 
it if I h ad chosen to speak before , but I would 
not tha t I might p rove how little t here is of 
justice . l 7 
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Harrya t, by t hese strai:3ht - forward criticisms of naval 
~nd legal errors , d rew a ttention to the need for their 
correction , and frankly announced his own p ri de in what he had 
himself a ccomp lished through his novels in both those branches 
of public admini s tra tion . Furthermore , he g rea tly wi dened a nd 
improved the new a n d ori 0 in a l field of fiction opene d b p hy 
Smollett ' s sea - f a ring incidents an d characters . 
Thackeray ' s purpose in producing works of a picaresque 
nature was , prim arily , to expose crimina lity rather tl~an to 
condone or romanticise it. In his first work of this kind , 
Catherine , based on facts selected from the NevTgate Ca lendar , 
he expresses his de rision a n d pitiless contemp t for low a n d 
despi c able chRr a cters , a nd he persistently condemns t h e 
a ttra ctive portraits of these base t ypes painted by such 
contemporary literary artists a s Bu hver- Lytton 2.nd Ainsworth . 
In a typical Thackerayan f a shion , the n ovelist addresses his 
17capt ain •larrya t , J auhet In Se a rch of a father , C.ew 
York : Peter Fenelon Collier,tn . d .,-) , p . 386 
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reader an d explains hi s intention: 
The '1.u thor has been p lea sed at t..he disgust 
which his work has excited .. . it has been his attemp t 
to make vice to appe ~r entirely v1c1ous . . no ma n 
shall mista ke virtue for vice, no man sha ll allow · 
a single sentiment of pity or admira tion to enter 
his bosom for any cha racter of the piece: it 
being, from beg inning to end , a scene of unmixed 
rascality •. the a uthor feelin 3 the g reatest 
disgust for t he ch ara cters he describes, 2n d 
using his humble end e a vor to c a use t h e public 
a lso to hate them.l~ 
Th :1.t Thackeray's criticism of the sentimental 
portra iture of t h e crimina l h ad a deci ded effect upon the 
a uth ors of such fiction, is testified to by the fact t hat 
Ains worth, whose novels of crime were hi ghly popular an d who, 
in h i s Rookwood an d ~ack Sh~pard h a d displayed a warm a nd 
romantic a dmira tion for the h i ghwayman and foot- pa d , 
im~ediately re~ersed his handlin ~ of such characters and used 
Guy Fa wkes ~s t h e protagonist in his next romance of villa iny, 
wh ich was in no way an i d e a lization of the knave an d scoundrel. 
In Ba rry ~gdon, published in 1844, Thackeray continued 
to scoff a t gallant hi ghwa ymen like Pa ul Clifford and blameless 
murderers like Eus ene Ar am . It is a long a utobiog r aphy of a 
swRgger in ~ , c onceited Irish knave , hi s adventures an d 
18The Works of lfilli am Make}ea ce Th a c ker a y , (New York : 
Har per & Brothers Publi shers, 1903 , I V, 669-670, Ca t herine: 
A Story. 
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villainous eeds ~nd his esotistic~l attempt to justify his 
r'1.S C li ty . Its ~bundant sa. tire ·mrl irony , its pseud o-heroic 
portr"'yal of this descendant of the kin_3s of Irel "' n-'~ , ·,i':wse 
f a ther \'las 11 '1S brave 8 fellow as ever tossed bu nue r" 19 
• 4 ' 
plninly susgest iel1in~'s Jon~than ~ild , an" the plqn of 
Smollett ' s Fer"inan~ Q2unt ~qth2~ · 
The B.uthor ' s attecks on the tricks n.nd deceits of the 
v'Ol.rious tr!:!rJ.es ani professio 8.re expressed throu_;h the 
qr~u1ents of his leadin~ char"tcter : 
The broker of the Exchange who bulls and bears , 
an l buys anl sells , and. dabbles with lying loans , 
and trqdes on State secrets , whRt is he but a 
gomester? The merchant who deals in teas and 
tallow , is he qny better? His bales of dirty 
indigo a re his dice , his cards come up every yeer 
inste.,.d of every ten minutes, an". the se'3 is his 
green table . You call the profession of the law 
an honourable one , where any mqn vrill lie for any 
bidder ; lie down poverty for the sake of a fee 
from v-real th , lie down right because wrens is in 
his brief . You c::tll '1 doctor 'ln honourable man , 
a swindlin quack , who does not believe in the 
nostru.J s v-rhi ch he prescribes , an d takes your 
guinea for wh i spering i n your ear that it is a 
fine mornin3 . 20 
Again he pointedly and poi0nantly a ssails v1ar .nd 
I m"'kers of W'=~r : 
When we cqme back to our old sround , ';lhich we 
presently did, he was lying there still; but he 
\'l'lS :ie'1d . Some of our people had already torn off his 
epaulets , and , no doubt , had riflei his purse . 
Such kn9ves and ruffians do men in war become ~ It 
is well for gentlemen to talk of the age of chivalry; 
but remember the starvin c- brutes whom t1.ey leqd--men 
19Ibid . 
20Ibid . . 
B~rry Lyndon , p. 112 
p . 112. 
nursed in poverty, entirely i gnorant, m::tde to 
take a pride in deeds of blood- -men v,rho can 
have no amusement but in drunkenness , debauch 
g.nd plun:ier . It is \vith t hese shocking 
instruments that your Great warriors and kings 
h8.ve been doing their murderous work in the 
world; ... I, who have been , as it were , behind 
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the scenes of which that great spectacle is composed, 
can onl 1 look a t it with horror . \/hat a number of 
items of hum::m crime , misery , slavery , go to form 
that sum-total of glory !2l 
A combining of historic a l and romantic elements , deeply 
absorbing and o.musine; from beginning to end , a sustained vwrk 
of deliberate satire carefully and solid ly constructed , t 11is 
narra tive is consi dered the best picaresque novel in English 
litera ture and of specia l significance in the developmen t of 
fiction . 
Followin g the Napoleonic \vars and Napo leon 1 s defe a t a t 
Waterloo, there was , in England, a period of n~tional 
prosperity qnd self-complacency , of mate ri alism qnd ple~sure -
seeking that was comparable , in some respects , to that of the 
post -Re stor~tion era. 
1
'11 th the cle 3..r vision of a keenly satiric and 
unprejud iced min i , Thac keray , in his mos t noted work , Vanity 
Fair , violently a tta cks that g reedy, selfish, money - mad class 
who i...rere living out their petty , little lives , displaying no 
21Ibid . p . 60 . 
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sense of Christian d 1ty or lofty ideqls . In the very title 
of Vani1Y Fair , ~ Novel Without~ ~ero, there is a sardonic 
jeer '"l.t the members of English society, as if he had obse:._•ved 
no indiv~lual quqlified to act the role of an heroic char~cter 
in his n"rr a tive. Instead , he presents an ·1nti-heroine, a 
pic~ra , one of the slrest , shrewdest, most scheming ~n~ Most 
charming in ~n0lish fiction--Becky Sharp . ThrouSh her o1n 
in3enui ty n :l incessant conniving--her sin _;le '\I'Teapon her sh.qrp 
an l calculating wits--she f i 5hts her WP y from P. menial 
position "l.S <! despise ~'!. little governess at _ass Pinkerton 1 s 
acq,dem:r for young 1 8.dies , to the fq,vor and protection of Lord 
Steyne , le9..der of London society ; 9..nd in her social climbing 
an ri l ove Affairs , she resorted to every trick 'lnd frau~ in the 
calendar of roguery, to secure for her selfish, little soul the 
prestige , admiration '1Dd m'"l.tet•ial things it cra ved . 
The author scoffs 'l.nd rails unmercifull~ at the very 
social r,roup to '\l'lhi ch he himself belonged . IIi th a high 
reverence for dignity , ~ecenc y and honor , he informs his reader 
thq,t he inten l.s to bring his characters forvmrd =tnci 11 if they 
are wicked ::md heartless to -=1buse them in the strongest terms 
which politeness admits ot•.22 Of the members of the nobility 
22\iilli<tm :Iakepeace Th,--ckeray, uani ty Fair, A fiovel 
vTithout .e:, Pero , (Lonr1on: Thomas 'Telson an-i Sons , (n,d-:)Jp. 83 
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he writes : 
Sir Pi tt Crawley wcs a phi losopher with a 
taste for what is called lov1-life ..•. it is with 
grief an d p~in that , a s ~dmirers of the British 
a ristocracy , we f ind ourselves obliged to admit the 
existence of so many ill qualities in a person 
whose n~me is in Debrett .... 
Vani ty Fai r --Vani ty Fair ~ Here wa s a man , who 
could not s pel l , a n d d i d not c a re to read ; who had 
the habits and the cunnin6 of a boor ; whose aim in 
life v1a.s pettifoggin g ; wh o never had a t a ste , or 
emotion , or enjoymen t , but what was sordi d and fou)_; 
and yet he had rank , an d honours , an d power , 
somehow; an d \vas a d i gnitary of the lan d , anJ.. a 
pillar of the state . He wa s high sheriff , a nd ro de 
in a e50lden coa ch . Great ministers and statesmen 
courted h im ; and in Vanity Fair he had a higher 
place than the most brilliant g enius or spotless 
virtue . 23 
, 
Re garded by Cha rlotte Bronte as "the first social 
reg enerator of t he day , •.. the very master of that working 
corps who would restore to rectitude the warped state of 
th i n g s" , 2 4 Thackera y , more than 1.ny other wr iter of his 
gener~tion truthfully and relentlessly exposed the b aseness , 
selfishness 'lU i meanness of the human spirit , an d aroused 
mankind to a shame d realization of t hei r own vices ~nd 
hypocrisy , to a hatre d for wha t is mean and i gnob le an d to 
a love for that which is of most worth an d v a lue in life . A 
critic of the late n i neteenth c entury summed up Thackeray ' s 
23Ibi d . pp . 83 , 89 , 90 . 
24J . Scott Clark , A Study of ~n~lish Prose Writers , 
(New York : Cha rles Scribner's Son s , l 98) , ~ 474-.------
influence on the life of his time in these words : 
A new delineator of life 1~ras a t vlOrk in 
society , an3 one whose pen was a s keen as the 
dissectins knife of the surr;;e on . L\.n auth or had 
sprung up who d~red to shame society by a strong 
and manly scorn •... Th'l.ckeray manages to find the 
one vulnerable point in our armor ; he introduces 
the rapier of his sarcasm , a n d we are slain • . .. 
Surely , the world should be the better for the25 fe a rless work which this man has accomplished . 
Charles Lever of the Irish s choo l wrote the most 
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successful picaresque novel which that group produced , Cog 
Cregan , the Irish Gil Bl~s , His Confessions ~nd Experiences . 
The pattern of rogue fiction was much broadened and its colors 
intensified by its sparkling and rollicking liveliness and 
humor . This picaro from Erin roams over the European and 
American continents , and moves from a hut on a triangul~ r bit 
of g round on t he borders of Heath and King ' s County , near 
Dublin , to the ambassador 's .palace in Madrid . 
Though there is much tragedy combined with the c omic and 
ludicrous , the varied scene , the numerous and animated 
incidents, which follow one a nother in rapid succession , the 
brilli~nt satire anj humor provide an excitina tale of roguery, 
which shows the direct influence of its Spanish model , and whicb 
also introduces into the li ter:1ture of the time , distinctive 
r~cial an J regi onal elements . 
25Ibid . p . 462 
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A noted \merican writer 1.nd publisher , editor of the I 
tlan tic 1·lon thlv "'Tid '"' n intimate an 1 personal friend of Charles 
Dickens , makes this comment upon the works of the gre,test 
hum"nit::>.riqn novelist the Ene;lish literary worl d h".S ever 
pro 1u ced: 
Twenty ye8.rs ago J'lniel ,febster S"!.id that 
Jickens had 'llready done more to ~meliorate the 
condition of the English poor th ,=m 2.11 the sta tesrnen 
Gre1.t Britain h'ld sent into Po.rliarnent . .Juring 
the unceasing demands upon his time ~nd thoujht , he 
found opportunities of visitin~ personally those 
haunts of sufferin3 in Lonion which needed the 
keen eye 'lnd sympathetic heart to brin J them before 
the public for relief . ,fuoever has acco~panied hi~ , 
as I hrove , on his mi inigh t walks in to the cheap 
lodgin3-houses provi~ed for London ' s lowest poor, 
c<:Jnnot h"tve failed to learn lessons never to be 
for 30t ton. Newg1=1, te 'ln0 Smithfield v-rere lifted 
out of their abomin~tions by his eloquent pen , and 
m"'.ny 8. hospital is tod" Y a ll the better chrri ty for 
havin ~ been visited and watched by Charles Dickens . 
To use his own words, throu6h his whole life he did 
\'lh"lt he could 11 1bo lighten the lot of those rejected 
ones whom the wogld has too lon ·· forgotten anl too 
often misused . 11 2 
This is no partial or bi1.sed appr~isal of Dic kens ' 
novels of purpose and feeling voiced only by one who genuinely 
loved '3.nd admired him , but it is universally a reed t~'lt from 
the time he began to write to the very end of his life, this 
zealous :md e2.ger crusader fou _,h t with every \'leapon '1 t hi A 
dispOS"l.l --hiS sympath' for all the wretched , do\m-trodden 
26J<:J.mes T. Fields , Yesterdays lrlith \uthors , (Boston: 
Poujhton , .iifflin an d Conp:=tny, 1871) ~24~--
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masses in English soc iety , his hatred of a ll tyranny and 
oppression , selfishness an d ~reed , his extraordinary powers of 
observation , his inexha ustible fun d of kindly humor and s<.tire , 
his love a n i pride in En.~ land a n d its people-- to e rouse the 
conscience of the British public , a nd to set the world t hinking 
a n d doin g a low; the lines of social reform . Di ckens , unlike 
so m~ny of his contempora ries , continuously as serted tha t this 
is the best of a ll possible world s , a n d that a ll that is 
needed is benevolence , kindliness , c harity , to brin g about a 
heqven upon earth , an d he shouts a challen s e to the more 
fortunate i n 11fe to perf orm t heir Christi<1.n duty towa rd t h eir 
less favored fellow - men . 
It is not surpris i n s to f i n d pi c ~resque elements --
characters , s cen e s , inci dents , humor a n d satire- - in a ll the 
works of Dic ·mns , or that he most often followed the pattP.rn 
of the picaroon roma nce , a lterin s it a n d adap ting it to his 
humanitarian purpose , a n d so vividl y portraying the misery and 
sorrow of the slum districts that all who read were forced to 
see an d s ympa thize ; from h is b oyhoo d he •ieli )hted in the 
lively adventures of this type of t a le , a n d in Davig 
QQQQerfie ld he wrote : 
Il[y f ather h a d left a s mal l c ollec tion of books 
in a little room u pstairs , to which I had qccess 
(for it 9.d joined my own) and which nobody else in 
our house ever troubled . From that blessed little 
room Roderick Random, Peregrine Pickle , Humphrey 
Clinker , Tom Jones , The Vic a r of '.lakefield , Don Quixo t e, 
lo8 
Gil Blas , and Robinson Crufloe came out , a glorious 
host , to keep me compa ny . 2'( 
The infhlence of this early acquaintance with the 
'l.Ut11ors of the Spanish school an d t h e i r imitators is r eadily 
reco gnized in Pickv,rick fapers , the work \vhich placed its 
A.u thor securely in the first rank of En0lish writers of 
fiction .• ention should 'l lso be made of the sketches of low 
life in Lon i on, :1n d the sport in \ comedies , of E,_;an and Su:__•tee s 
which .9.re closely a llied to Dicl:::ens • descriptions of the poor 
and the a rk , dirty streets and hovels in which they struggle 
to exist , qn 1 the hilarious SLccounts of the Pick\'licki'3.ns 1 
atte~pts to ride , hunt an j skate . 
A long , rambling , loosely- cons tructed tale of the 
1 adventures of four me~bers of the Pickwick Club--Pi c kwi c k , 
II 
Sno 1 _;;ra ss , Tupm'l.n an"!. '.Tinlde --and t he inimitable Sam .Te ller 
1
f 
"'.l on the English roads , in st ·.=t~e -co ::~. ch , cheery tavern, m0.r het-
place and country house , .,._n . .::. the kin!]_ly humorous s a tire of 
t ypes they encounter , reveal s this work 1 s unmistakable 
relationship to the Spanish pica roon romance . Thou3h ·~r . 
Pick'tlick , its ce :-1 tral character , could in no \vay be compa1•ed 
\'Ti th the S\vindlin0 , lyin · picaro of sixteenth- century upain, 
yet he might be regarded 'l.S a picaro in reverse ; he himself 
27The ,/orks of Charles )ic kens , (New York : Peter 
Fenelon Colli~fn-.-1~) ~~vid Copperfield , 11 , 70 . 
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performs n o a c t of t r i ckery or de c eption , yet he is c ons tantly 
the victim of prac t i c a l jokes . The vag rant a c tor , JinGle~ 
however , j q,unty -=m·'L i mpudent , 1vi th h is Hookian hab it of 
disjointin6 his sentences , is as cunning stn d knavish a rasca l 
'l S ever stepped out of a ta l e of roguery . Bragging and 
bo 1.stful , lying and dupin g , from t h e moment he rescues '<~I r . 
Pi c kwi ck an'i his companions from the irate cabman and mob , 
who believe them to be informers , he and h is fellow scamp , 
Job Tro tter , scheme to liwe a t their expense an d dupe them 
repeg,tedl ~r ; though , l a ter , v.J'hen Il1:r . Picl;:wick meets t h ese two 
social parasites in the Fleet prison , sta rvinc , ill , an d 
penniless , his kindly heart is touched , he befriends t h em and 
pays their passage to t he \'Test I ndies , where , since t hey a re 
app a rently repentant , he hopes there will b e a ch8nce of ·t.heir 
permanent reforma tion . 
All En g l a n J lau3hed uproariously at Dic kens ' sha rp-
e dge d , sa.tiric thrusts at the medical 'lnd le ::=al professions . 
Bob Sawyer an d 3en j amin Allen with their dis guises a n d tricks 
of counterfeit stock and surgical cabinets , an d their scheme 
of leaving medicines a t wron3 addre sses out - knaved the Spanish 
medicq,l rasc .<tls . 
The 
boy , i n 
fellow , 
world . 
been to 
yet . 25 
name 3e ts knovm ; an d t hat ' s t he t h in:; , my 
the medic a l way; bless your heart , old 
it ' s better t han all the advertising in the 
We have got one four - ounce bottle that' s 
half the houses in Bristol , an i ha.sn ' t done 
Pickwick Papers , ~Xl , 145 . 
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11 Je8.r me , I see , 11 observed -I r . Vlinkle , 11 wha t I 
an excellent plqn ~ 11 I, 
11 0h , -qen <1nd I hsve hit upon a dozen such, 11 
replied Bob S<Jwyer , vri th reat 3lee . 11 The lampligrter 
h<>s ei;;hteen- pence a week to pull the ni j:lt -bell 
for ten minutes , every time he co:nes ~-round ; and 
my boy Rhn.ys rus __ es into chureh just before the 
ps~lms , when the people hqve got nothin: to do 
but look about ern , ~n: calls me out , w:th horror 
and di smqy depicted on his countena nce . 1 3less my 
soul ,' everybo ly says , ' somebody t aken su idenly il1 ~ 
Sq,wyer , la. te 1' oc · .er:1orf , sent for. ~Vrl"t a business 
th'lt yo' .. m_; man has ~ 11 2 9 
The author is even less flattering in his description 
of the legal li)'lts of the ~ ritish Courts -- 11 all th t ple::tsing 
g,n d extensive variety of nose qnrJ. vibi eker for which the bar 
of "Zn:5l<>.ni is so justly celebrated . 11 30 The tri2l of 1'-irs . 
11 
Barlell 1 s C"'.se against the i nnocent an'i naive >1r . Pickv1ick for 
breach of _?romise , is q,n iro. i c exposure of legal chic·mery . 
Dickens gi , es qt tre presidin~ judge , roused by Ser0eant 
3uzfuz 1 p~use for breath : 
The silence a\-.roke ~r . Justice Stare lei ::;h , v1ho 
i:nmediately wrote dmm so::1ethin :; w:i, th a pen without 
any ink in it , a nl looked unusually prof mund , to 
impress the jury v1ith the belief that h31always thou--jht most deepl~r \'l'i th his eyes shut . 
The l on g tirades an. rantin "s of the various barristers , 
2 9Ibid . Pickwick Paners , XXl , pp . 145- 146 , 
30Ibi l . p , 64 . 
31 Ibid . p . 71. 
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fittingly named Phunky , Buzfuz, Skimpin 'Jnd Snubbin , and their 
discomfiture :1nd defeat by the brisk <m suspiciously agreee.blE 
S!:tm Weller , Pi c k\·lick ' s s~ncho Pq,nza , is one of the funniest 
chapt ers in ui ckens. 
Hov1ever , when the reader is C "~.rried inside the Fleet 
prison ·Ti th .~rr . Pickwick , "\'/ho vm·;ed he vmuld never pay a 
f g,rthin - of damqges or co sts to }1rs . Bardell or the rasc al ly , 
pettifogging robbers , Dod son <Jnd Focg , the scene ~n~ tone 
b ecome solemn 'lnd tr2e;ic. ~ic 1 ens is an0ry on i outre.ged a t the 
fi 1 th, the misery 'ln "1. horror he ho.d seen i n En li sh jails . 
!-:e v1rote : 
lJ!ost of our readers will remember , t hat , until 
within q few years P"~ st, there vns 9. kind o:' iron 
cage in the \'/all of t.YJ.e Fleet Prison , 1.'/i t "'"1in vlhich 
W'1 S posted some man of hune;ry looks , v1h o, from time 
to time, r a ttled '1 money - b ox , "n ~- exclai ned , 11 Pray , 
remember the poor debtors ; pray remember the poor 
debtors . 11 The receipts of this b ox , v.rhen t here v1ere 
'lny , \vere divi ded amon,_; the poor prisoners .... 
Althouz;h this custom ha.s been abolished , and the 
c '::lge is no\·r boarded up , the miserable e n d destitute 
condition of these unh "-PPY persons rem a ins the s e.me . 
Vfe no lon ;;er suffer them to appeal at the prison 
gates to the charity and comp '1. ssion of the pe.ssers-by; 
but we still lea ve unblotted in the leaves of our 
statute - book , for the reverence and gdmiration of 
succeedin0 ages , the just an d wholesome law which 
decl <=tres th.q, t the sturdy felon shall be fed a nd 
clothed , ~n ~ that the penniless ~ebtor sha ll be 
left to die of starva tion and n""kedness . This is 
no fiction . Not a week passes over our heads , but , 
in every one of our prisons for debt, some of these 
men must inevitable expire in the slow ~3onies of 
want , if they were not relieved by their fellow-
prisoners .32: 
3211Jbid. p . 217. 
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In the Preface to a later edition of this work , Dickens 
expresses his pleasure ~nd sqt isfac tion because of certa in 
ch"'nges th'-'l.t v1ere noticeable in soci a l 2.nd politic 1.1 life 
soon after its publication , which clea rly reveals his early 
reform i n 3 tendenc i es : 
I have founJ it curious 1n .l in terestin,_; , looking 
over the sheets of this reprint , to m'"'.rk v1hat 
important so ci 1.l improvements h ~ve taken pl~ ce about 
us , '"'lJost i mperceptibly , smce they were orisin ~lly 
written . The license of Counsel , anJ the i eg ree to 
which Juries e re in0eniously be\'lildered , e.re yet 
susceptible of moderation ; .... 5ut lega l reforms 
have pared the claws of Hessrs . Dodson & Fo _....; ; .. . t he 
l aws relating to imprisonment for debt are altereJ.; 
"'n i the Fleet Prison is pulled dovm ~33 
A vigorous "l.rticle by P. H. Ki dd which has some 
bea ring upon the study of this first i mportant work of 
Dicl.cens , "'.nd vlhich is characteristic of tv1en tieth - cen tury 
disre spect for .:J.ll that is truth- con cealing , \vas published 
in the South ~tlantic ~u...,rterl v , 34 It fiercely 1.nJ 
unflatteringly a tta cks Jickens for his free appropriat ion of 
borro\·lin £5 v1i thout scruple from Johnson , Bosv1ell , '1ol ·lsr1i th , 
\hshin..:; ton Irvine; "~ nd C<1.rly le . Kid further points outS() 
33Ibid . XX , Pref~ c e , p . ll . 
34m. H. Kiid , "Is Dickens Still a .ero , 11 .§.outh Atlc.ntic 
Qu~rtley, 26 :230- 9 , 1927 . 
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ma ny simila rities between Pic kwic k , Sno d.2,; r a ss a n d Tupman , and 
Johnson , ~toldsm i th a n d Sos 1·rell , respectively, t h at the reader 
is c onvince d t ha t J ickens u s e d t h em a s his mo l els . In spite 
of t h e f qct t hat he ma y h ave introduced t h em to a l ·1 r g e 
re ading a u dience wh o may ne ver h ave hea rd of Joh nson's 
DiQ. t i ona ry , S.o l d s mi th ' s ::>eserted 'Jillag_e or Boswell ' s 
Bio ~raDhy , it is scarcely likely that these scholars of the 
eighteenth century would feel p articula rly complimented by 
his comic an d un d i gnified portrayal of their little fol l ies 
·:mti. v.rea knesses . 
Th ere is every possibility t h at Bu lwer- Lytton ' s f a ul 
Clifford suggested t h e main theme of Dic ';;:ens ' second i mportant 
work , Oliver Twist , but he states i n his Preface a n en tirely 
d ifferent pla n ::tn d purpose . F e decla res hi s intenti on "to 
a ttempt a somethin0 which vtas s rea tly needed, an d vlh ich \vould 
b e a serv ice to society . •r35 Re does not p rop ose to v1ri te <-m 
a lluring t a le of galla nt thieves, c antering in t he moonlight 
in crimson coa ts a n d ruffles , but of 
The cold , wet , sh elterless mi dni sht streets of 
Lond on ; the foul a n d frouzy dens , where vice is 
closely pack e d a n d l ~cks the room to turn; t h e 
haunts of h un ger a n d d isease , t h e sha bb y r ags that 
sca rcely hold together;36 
an d he vehemently defend s hi s ri gh t to describe them with 
35rbid. Oliver Twist, Prefa ce , 1 , p . 8. 
36 rbi d . p . 9 . 
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~b solute truth a n d fi e lity , in spite of the horrified 
members of the f~ stidious upper g roups of society who felt 
t h emselves conte.minated by such materi a. l and such a method . 
Dickens wa s successful in his attempt a t Realism--for such 
it was --chiefly bec ~use his novels are b' se d on positive a nd 
a ctual principles of social justice , which inevitably 
resulted in reforms ~n1 the progress of civiliza tion . 
Dickens , alw1.ys the champi on of t he poor , t he \vretched 
and t he oppressed , had ~=m other valid reason for Hri t ing such 
a ple~ for social justice a s 2liver Twist . In order to 
un derstan h is moti ve more co~ple tely anl the furious 
indi;na t ion of his openin g chap ters, it is necessary to 
cons ider briefly the Poor Lav1 Act of 18 34 . Ea rlier attempts 
to mal{e provision for t h e poor in En 6 land had caused t 9.Xes to 
soar, lovt wages_, a nd a n a stoundin : increase i n the numbers of' 
pqupers . P~rli~ment to correct such conditions, decreed 
t hat t he relief of the poor should be centralized 
at Loni-n under three commissions , w o were to 
curtail ~r~stically ~11 ou t door relief or assistance 
to the poor in their ovm homes . Inste~d the poor 
\•Tere to be herded in to l a r g e workhouses ( 11 bastilles , 11 
the people c Glled t hem) , where they were purposely 
to be subjected to q lower stanl~rd of liv in 0 tha n 
tha t \vhich prevailed amon ; the lowest - paid 
independent vrorkin ~men . The occupants of the 
"bastilles" "{ere to b e seg regate d , sex from sex . 
After enteriri 5 a 11 b a stille 11 a man could no lon ~er 
live with his vtife ; for to d o so mi :;ht make him 
comfortable ~nd contented . Foo d .g n d heat vte£•e to 
be kept a t a minimum . Paupe ·s --an d this 9.ge 
cla ssed ~11 the poor a s such--were not to be buried 
I 
I 
I, 
I 
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in p~rish churchyar l s. Poverty we s to be tre ted 
as a crime, nn j_ made so unbearab le that the 
indi vi dual would put forth every effort to avoid 
public support .37 
Dic l{ens, f ully rea lizing t h e e vil methods likely to 
resul:e fro ill s 1ch a system, t he cruel a nd t vrannic a l i ns t iltc ts 
it would douot..Less C:I.L'uuse in such offici 'lls "' s ·1r . 3urnble , a.n d 
the deba sin t) <>n c humili "l ting effect on its miserable and 
h eluless victims, l aunched a bla st of s avage criticism a t such 
legisl ~ tive mea sure that the whole of English society must 
have g"'.spe d with horror, an 1 hum c:tne men ~nd women must h a ve 
h a stened to correct such evils after rea J..:u E:; such paragraphs 
a s t h ese: 
Occa siona lly, when t h ere wa s some more than 
usua lly interest in~ inquest upon a pRrish child 
who h <:J.d been overlooked in turnin0 up a bedstead, 
or inadvertently sca l ded to de ~th when there 
h appened to be a washin ~ , thou·h the latter 
a cci dent wa s very sc ~rce--Pnything approaching to 
a w~shin ; bein0 of rare occurrence in the f a rm--the jury would t ake it into t heir hea ds to a sk 
troublesome questions . . . ~ut these impertinences 
were spee dily checked b y the evidence of t~e 
sur6eon, an d the testimony of t h e be adle . 3 
Oliver T'-rist J:l.n d his companions suffered the 
tortures of slow starvq t i on for three men ths . 39 
Il!r. Gamfiel d , to whom Oli~STer is to be apprenticed , 
expleins h i s rnn.nner of de a ling \·lith h is 11 chimbly 11 sweepers 
37Hall 1.nd lbion, QE.£1.-. p . 622-3 
38collier, 2£ · cit . Oliver ~wi s t, p . 18 
39r b i d . p . 26. 
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to the great amusement of the gentleman in the rrhi te waistcoat ,I 
member of the ~vorl>"J1ouse Boarc : 
Soys is wery obstinit , an A wery lazy , gen ' lmen , 
an1 there ' s nothink like~ 5001 hot bl?ze to make 
' em come do\~ with a run . It ' s hum~ne , too , 
gen ' lmen , acause , even if they ' ve stuc k in the 
chimbly , roastin3 their fe e t makes ' em strusgle to 
hextri c ~te theirselves .40 
The re ~listi c s cenes in the slums of London , gnd the 
f act that t e gre"l.t er part of the action is concerned with the 
ro suery of F~gin , and Sikes ~nd their banQ of thieves and 
housebrealcers , connects the novel vli th the pic"l.resque genre ; 
for F8..gin and his pupils "'re not very f ar r emoved. from 
~onipodi o and h is co npany of rogues in Cervantes ' Rin c onete 
and CortaJillo . 
Pis ovn1 youth a lways vividly remembered , J ickens loved 
1.n l reverenced children an crusaded consta.ntl:' for them in 
the home oni s chool , for :play .,nl happiness durinu chillhood , 
'J.n d for greater love , sympo. thy :m.J understandin ,_; . .·any c ritic 
h ave cl3.imed that ::>i ckens was the most influenti -=- 1 educationa l 
reformer the nineteenth century produced . ~ supporter of the 
metho1s of ~roebel , the German educ a tor , he did much to 
revolutionize the educational system in ~n~land and to chan6 e 
the 1.tti tude of the teacher to,.,rard the child , so that he was 
no longer regarded 1.s a mixture of sinful a nd depraved 
40Ibid . p . 31 . 
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tendencies which coul d be removed only b - brutal punishments; 
inste~d he asserted tha t t hroush intellig ent child -study and 
loving guid~nce the child's cha racter c a n be developed a nd 
perfected. Thoush this :~.uthor l a ys bare the evils of wrong 
methods of education in nearly every one of his bo oks, it is ir 
the Preface to Nicholas Ni ckleby th t he most clearly exp l a ins 
his theories and argues for proper tra ining for those who 
te a ch. To illustra te his principles, he describes t he schools 
of northern England an l as a specific example, Dotheboys Hall . 
The description of this a c ademy of cruelty, starvation and 
terror presided over by Mr . ;,va c kford Squeers and his equally 
viscious 1.n 1 sadistic wife is, a ccordin'"'; to Dickens, in no way 
exaggerated, but instead a faint and feeble portrayal of 
a ctual condi ti ons which he c a refully investi ga ted before he 
wrote his book. It recalls Doctor Cabra's school in Segovia , 
where P e.ul, the Spanish Sharper, led such a miser ~ble 
existence; aw l the pompous Crumrn le a n d his band of strolling 
actors is a llied to Rojas ' Viage Entretenid o a n d Sc g_rron' s 
Roman Comigue, the l at ter author, like Dickens, a performer and 
lover of the drama . 
The follov.rin e; pa r agraph proves con clusively that 
~ickens succeeded in his purpose of callin~ a ttention to the 
blunders a n i errors in the educational system of Ens l a n d , and 
the incredible and deplorable con ditions--neg lect, torture, 
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disease, g,buse--in such private schools 'l.S those of Yorkshire : 
I make mention . . . of the Yorkshire si:::hool - m'"lste: ·s , 
in the p~st tense . \ lon0 Jay 's work remains to be 
'ione about us in the vmy of education , Heaven knows; 
but reat improvements 'lnd facilities to-v1ard the 
att~in~lnt of q -o od one have been furnished , of lcte 
years . 
Skimpole , in Bleak House , easily reco0 ni zed as a pqrtia 
portr'1.i t of Leigh Hunt , intimate friend of Dickens , dL,p l ays I 
a number of ~ic ~ro - like tr~its, ~uite n~~ vely conscienceless , 
witty ~.n l ch arm ing, he expresses sentiments surprisin ely like 
those of the Sp~nish ro gue: 
I ~on 't feel 'lny v ulgar gratitule to you . I 
almost feel '1S if you ou;ht to be 3rateful to me 
for giv~nr you the opportunity of enjoyin the--
luxury of generosity . I know you like it . For 
anyth.:.n · I c o.n tell , I a y h;:1ve come in to the world 
expressly for ~he purpose of incre~sing your stock 
of h~ppiness . I may h ~ve been born to be '1 
benefqctor to yo u, by sometimes givin_ you '1n 
opportunity of a ssistinJ me in my little 
perplexities .42 
In the same wopk , ~ic~ens flRils the law 's 1elay and 
the Court of Chanee ry in its inter·Jina ble prodeedine.!)s of the 
c ~se of J arn ~yce vs . Jg,rn3yce . He points out not only the 
tr~ gedy of :isappointed hopes but of ruined careers and 
char'l.c ters be c ause of such '1 system . Through the descriptions 
of Mrs . Jellyby qnd her sadly ne ;lected hearth and hone, he 
condemns such misiirected charity 'l.n' phil anthropy as that of 
41collier, .Q.E · cit. Nichol as -~i c kleby, Pref:J.ce , p . 6 . 
42££. cit . Collier , ~ leak Hous~ , p . 93 . 
the mi .:; sion to Borrioboola --Gh a on the banks of the Ni :;ar 
River in Africa , v;hile such \"iaifs a s Jo are constantly moved on 
to nowhere . 
The Lamm les , in Ou£ Mutual friend , hypocrites ~nd 
humbu ~s, are accura te portraya l s of fami liar types in f ashion-
ab l e society , 1.n l the trick s that e a ch i..:np os tor pl :'JYS on the 
. picaro~and 
oth er g_re strone; ly remini .. cen t of the Spanlsh~pl 091ll'a' ",and 
Fiel line; ' s L~etiti a and Jonath an ·,vil i . 
The swin dlers and sharpers, t h e rasca ls an l charl "3. t ans 
t ha t crowd the pa ges of all of ~ickens ' novels are too 
numerous to introduce into a study of t h is len~th ; but t heir 
trickery and de ception s , their use a s humorou s and satirica l 
commenta tors and critics concernin~ every soci ~l , political , 
legal an rl reli g iOU d abuse , the rambling , loo sely - connected , 
rapi ly mov ing series of a dventures an d epi s o(les typic a l of 
the pic 8r oon structure , link them clo s ely to t heir Spanish 
pica resque ancestors , an :."_ revea l Dic l{ens ' ever - present purpose 
to a rouse lord an d commone r to a re a liza tion of ~he 
i mpera tive need for nationa l reforms of a ll kin l s . Ee , 
a ccording to h i s own admissions, wa s an enthus i a stic adn irer o 
Cervantes , Le Sage , :Jefoe , Field in ..:. an i Smollett, an J it is 
na t ural to belie ve tha t hi s scenes of l ow life , his mapy 
vagabon d , rogue an i crimin ''tl ch'"~ racters , his mirth e.nd mockery 
were l a r gely t h e result of the influence of these an i t h e 
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e 'l.rlier p::m i sh auth ors . The t v1en tie t h centu ry ho s benefited 
i m!o e a su r.:.tbly b y the literary b a ttle s fou -.Jh t for s oci '11 
be tterment i hi s m_:, ny picaresque - l ike rom·mce s , for ever~­
n o ve l is m a ss ault on some overwhelr.1in ~ \·Trang an-l injust i ce. 
3cho ols , pri s ons , chari t 8.ble organiza tions , ho spi t ql s , asylums , 
industries, courts of l a w, in short , t he wh ole worl l h a s 
b ecome a. better an d h B.ppier p l a ce for t he hum o.n race bec ause 
Di c lcens li ve d and wrote . 
Since Dickens never f a ltered in wha t h e considerel his 
duty as 8. no ve list--n "~me l r, to tel l t he truth , t he whole t r uth 
a n d nothing but the truth a bout the suffering qn d the oppressio 
of t he lower cl 'lsses in En~lan d--a long step forward W'l S made 
in litera ry development to\va r d present-da y re .'3.li sm "'Tid 
n a tura lism . 
The pica resque formula , a ltered a nd mo -J. ified and ll"l.p ted 
to chan ges in time and soci a l con ditions , h a s been a popula r 
one with a l " r ge number of note d novelists , in many different 
n a tions, down to the twentieth century . The restle s sness of 
this mo 1ern era , its insi s tence u pon the factu a l , its cynica l 
a ttitude to \'T'lrd a ll moral and relig ious tenets , the tendency to 
re d icule and s ~ tirize all existing institutions , t he n ~ t i onal 
'3.n d political 1ovemen ts to\va rd a reco.;ni tion of t :1e ri0h ts a nd 
privi leg es of the lower cl~ sses , which h qve been ma teri a l for 
their pens, qre not entirely diss i mila r from the con dit i ons 
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which c a used t he Spanish authors to turn from a f anciful and 
hi _·hly romantic view of life to the prac ti cal and common - place . 
Thou~h much has been a ccomplished for the human race since the 
Vi c tori an A3e , there is still much to be done in the soci a l, 
political '"tn l_ e cono .nic fields , ~n d "in this tremendi.ous work of 
hum~n reconcili ~tion a n d elucidation , it seems to me it is the 
novel th3. t must a ttempt most a n d a chieve most ."43 The mo dern 
novelist has presented his stories against a realistic 
b a ck:;round , \'lith 2. c a reful and a ccura te re gard for truth <:nd 
:ietc=ti ls, ;,-rith char",cters drawn from both low and high life , 
::m d with many c1Ynical , h umorou s a n d satirica l reflections upon 
life in e;enera. l--elements almost entirely neg lected an d 
disregarded until their use by the Spanish pi c .qresque author . 
Th ~t these early rea lists rn q,de a n invaluable contribution to 
the mo'ern Realis tic n ovel, is a n indisput able fact , as well 
a s t h e claim that pi c :J. resque f i ction has been one of the 
greatest instruments for ~ood t he litera ry world has ever 
produced . 
43H. 
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CHAPTER Vl 
ABSTRACT 
In this stud y of the development of the picaresque 
~o vem ent in litera ture , it has been noted that stran ds of t h is 
rea listic type of fiction occ a s i on A- lly a.ppeared in the works 
of t h e early G-ree l{ and Roman writers , .o.rnong them Petroni us , 
pulei us .:.nd Luc i "'n , vlho saw t h e para site gnd rogue , the 
h ypocri te an d knave , the s reedy an d a va ricious qs p ~ rt of the 
life of their time . 
The fabli'lUX , jests -:n d po pul 1.r t a les of the Hi ddle 
Ages a dded coarse , crude ya r ns of ri dicule a nd satire , of 
Grossness and riba l dry , which furnished stren ·th , vigor and 
vqriety to t he e ~ rlier traces of t he picaresque . 
The soc ial a nd politi cal c on~it i ons in Spain during 
t h e sixteenth century have been observed , for scholars and 
writers had realized t'--at a new form of literary expression 
WA. S necessqry , since privation an d vmnt were everywhere 
app:1rent an d t he deli ca te and ele gant texture of tte chiva lric 
romance in no 1rray represented t ~ e llctual life of the 
Peninsul . So t he common , ru"!.e threads of l0\'1 life rrere Jrroven 
into a new f "'br i c -- Rn autobiogr aphica l t a le of ro s uery-- the 
b a ckground of Hhich WRS the slums instea d oft e crurt , t~ e 
central f igure a knave a n i rasca l , typica l of tt. e peri oa, 
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1nste~d of R knight or noble, an d ~dventure s an~ deeds 
presented with a n a ccurate notin· of commonplace details and 
cynical satiriz~tion of a ll cla sses, trades and professions . 
The chief writers of the Spanish pic a resque schoo +, 
and their Fren ch imita tors vrho most d irectly a ffected the 
English authors of ro guery, and the various wa ys in which 
they al tered t he formula of V1e picaro on t ale were considered . 
In Engl!ind , the unfavorable economic and soc ial 
conditions aurin 3 the fif t eenth qnd sixteenth centuries were 
briefly reviewed , for they had resulted in thous ands of 
begggrs , rogues anj_ thieves t h rongin :; the h i ghways; the 
p r "ictical , matter- of-fact authors of 3ri t ain , cons c ious of 
such a so c i::d evil , pro juced numberless v1arnings against and 
exposures of, t hese thieves and their methods of robbery. 
Nashe , G-reene nn l Chettle, \vho knew from experience t he 
vice ani crime of t he London underworld , made use of this 
material in t h eir vlri tin 3 , a n d Na she, in parti cular , 
depg_r ted from t he elegB,nt phr a seolo6 y characteristic of the 
Elizabet'"an era , thereby brin,_; ing English fiction c loser to 
a ctual life . 
With ~unyan a n d Je Foe t he element of refo1~ was more 
positively stressed in the t a le of ro 0 uery , an~ instead of 
merely entertaining and amusing t he reader, the au thor 'Yviahed 
to a rou se him to a ct ion , in order that some soc ial or 
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politic ~l evil might be remedied. The writers lqter 
consi ered all used the pic ~resque pattern with that specific 
purpose in mind . thRt reforms mi ght be brought about and 
c i vilization ~dvanced . 
The novelists of the t\ventieth century who f B- i t h fully 
record t he f a cts of common, everyday existence , who emph8 Size 
the nee d s a n J. privations of t he lm'ler cla sses , '"'h o :..tta ck 
s oci n l, politic a l a n :l. economic problems through humor and 
satire, a re , in reality , imitatin · i n part L ::. e mo nel desie;ned 
by t h e picaresque a rtists of sixteenth-centu r y Spa in, a n d it 
c a n be definitely a sserted that this type of fiction has 
con tributed more than a n y othe r form of litera ture to the 
mo rtem re a.listic novel . 
Conclusion s ; :5'rom the study of th e m '. terial contained 
in this thesis, it h a s b een conclude d that the earliest example 
of the realistic type of n ~rrative - -the tale of roguery--which 
wa s ori s inato d and develope d during the sixteenth an d 
seventeenth centuries in Spa in , a n i wh ich spread , throu;h 
tra nsla tion, to t h e other Euro p e a n c ·untries , influenced to an 
i nestim<=tble J:e gree the litera ture of t h e Engli sh-spe a k i n c.:; world 
almost continuously, from the Elizabet an era d own to the 
present time . 
Beca use, a s a rea ction to the hi _hly i d e a listic 
rom ances of chiva lry, it stre s sed prim ~ rily a truth ful 
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presentation of lov1 life anj its poverty , squalor '"'n d crime, 
mankind W "'~ s made ay.ra re of evi 1 and injustices, and the 
pi c ~res que form of fiction , used and mod ifie d by later 
humanitari'ln 'lUthors, became a powerful and potent force for 
reform a n d wo rld progress . 
Since t h e realistic fiction of the twentieth century 
is an expansion a nd development of the tale of roguery, the 
people of every n qtion owe a ~ebt of g r a titude fo Spain , t h e 
crea tor of the picaresque design; for it is 'ln a stonishin g , 
but unquest i ona ble, f ~ct tha t these cynical, satiric knaves 
Rn d t~tterdemalions of sixteenth-century Spain h~ve become 
the nucleus of reforming forces that h a ve swept out of 
existence a large measure of the evils a n d injus tices of 
soci a l a n d poli tic 2. l life, and human society has been bron:sht 
somewha t nearer to the Utopian ide~l. 
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